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Abstract

In this paper we give a formal characterization of reactive control
using action theories� In the process we formalize the notion of a reac�
tive control program being correct with respect to a given goal� a set
of initial states� and action theories about the agent�robot and about
the exogenous actions� We give su�ciency conditions that guarantee
correctness and use it to give an automatic method for constructing
provenly correct control modules� We then extend our approach to
action theories and control modules that have specialized sensing ac�
tions and that encode conditional plans� Finally we brie�y relate our
theory with the implementation of our mobile robot Diablo� which
successfully competed in AAAI �	 and �
 mobile robot contests�

Keywords� Theory of action� reactive control�
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� Introduction

A theory of action allows us to specify in an elaboration tolerant �McC��
MH��� manner the relationship among �uents � physical objects of the world
that may change their values or mental objects that encode the mental state
of the robot�agent� and the e�ects of actions on these �uents and reason
about them�

Using theories of actions we can make predictions about the state the
world will be in after the execution of a sequence of actions �or even after
the execution of a �program� of actions� in a particular world�

For example� a theory of action should allow us to specify the e�ect of
the action �shoot� which says	 �shooting causes the turkey to be dead if
the gun is loaded�� and the e�ect of the action �load� which says	 �loading
the gun causes the gun to be loaded�� It should allow us to specify the
relationship between the �uents �dead� and �alive� which says	 �the turkey is
dead if and only if it is not alive�� We should then be able to use the theory
of action to reason and predict that if the turkey is initially alive and the
gun is unloaded� by loading the gun and then shooting the turkey will be
dead�

This ability allows us to make plans that will take us to particular kind of
worlds� In the above example� the plan to reach the world where the turkey
is dead from a world where the turkey is alive and the gun is unloaded is
the sequence of actions	 �load� followed by �shoot��

Using theories of actions we can also explain observations about the state
of the world in terms of what actions might have taken place� or what state
the world might have been before� or both� For example� if we knew that
the turkey was initially alive� the gun was initially loaded� and we observe
that the turkey is dead now� we can explain that the action �shooting� must
have taken place� Similarly if we knew that the turkey was initially alive
and we observe that it is dead now� and we also observed that �shooting�
took place then we can explain that the gun must have been loaded before
shooting took place�

Recently there has been a lot of progress in formulating theories of
actions� particularly in progressing from simple and�or restricted theories
�FN��� and �example centered approaches� �HM��� �also papers in �Bro���� �
which were extremely useful� to general and provenly correct theories �GL���
San��� Rei��� LS��� LS�� that incrementally consider various speci�cation
aspects such as	 actions with non�deterministic e�ects �Bar�� Pin��� KL����
concurrent actions �LS��� BG��� BG���� narratives �MS��� PR��� BGP���
BGP���� actions with duration �MS��� Rei���� natural events �Rei���� ram�
i�cations and quali�cations due to simple and causal constraints �LR���
KL��� Bar�� Lin��� Thi��� MT�� Lin�� Bar�� GL��� sensing �or knowl�
edge producing� actions �Moo��� Moo��� Moo�� SL��� LTM��� BS��a��
etc� Most of the above formalizations de�ne an entailment relationship �j��
between the speci�cations �of e�ects of actions and relation among objects
of the world� and simple queries of the form f after a�� � � � � an� where f
is a �uent �or a set of �uents� and ai�s are actions� The statement that a
theory of action D allows us to predict that turkey will be dead after loading
followed by shooting can be formally written as	

D j� dead after load� shoot

Recently more general queries have also been considered where f is general�
ized to a statement about the evolution of the world and is given as a formula
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in a language with knowledge and temporal operators �BK��� MLLB���� and
simple plans �i�e�� sequences of actions� in the simple query are generalized
to a conditional plan �Lev��� BS��a� or a complex plan �LLL���� LRL�����
The books �Sha��� San��� Rei�� the special issues �Geo��� Lif���� and the
workshop proceedings �BGD��� Bar��� contain additional pointers to re�
cent research in this area�

Theories of actions can be used to model deliberative agents� In case of
a static world theories that allow only observation about the initial state� is
su�cient� The architecture of the agent then consists of �i� making obser�
vations� �ii� using the action theory to construct a plan to achieve the goal�
and �iii� executing the plan� In case of a dynamic world where other agents
may change the world we need theories that allow observations as the world
evolves �BGP���� With such a theory we can modify the earlier architecture
so that in step �ii� plans are constructed from the current state� and in step
�iii� only a part of the plan is executed and the agent repeatedly executes
Step �i� and the modi�ed steps �ii� and �iii� until the goal is satis�ed� Such
an architecture is discussed in �BGP����

But the above deliberative architecture requires on�line planning� which
is in general time consuming even for very restricted theories of action
�ENS��� This makes it impractical for many kinds of autonomous agents�
particularly the ones that are in a rapidly changing environment and that
need to react to the changing environment in real time� This includes mobile
robots and shuttle control agents�

For such agents a viable alternative is to consider control architectures
that are reactive in nature� A simple reactive control module is a collection
of control rules of the form	

if p�� � � � � pn then a

Intuitively the above rule means that if the agent believes �based on its
sensor readings� its prior knowledge about the world� and its mental state�
p�� � � � � pn �the LHS� to be true in a situation then it must execute the ac�
tion a �the RHS�� The agent continuously senses �or makes observations�
and looks for a control rule �in its control module� whose LHS is true and
executes its RHS� Reactive control modules were discussed in the domain
of controlling mobile robots in �Fir��� GL��� Bro��� and in the papers in
the collection �Mae���� They were also discussed in �Dru��� Dru��� DB���
DBS��� Nil��� Sch�� Sch��b� for other domains� �Some of the other re�
search regarding the role of reactivity in planning and execution is described
in �LHM��� Mus��� RLU��� McD��� Mit�����

The main advantage of the reactive approach is that after sensing �or
making observations� the agent need not spend a lot of time in deliberat�
ing or constructing a plan� rather it just needs to do a �table�lookup� to
determine what actions to take� The later is much less time consuming
and is well suited for agents that need to respond quickly to the changing
environment�

In the earlier paragraphs we described the relationship between delibera�
tive control and theories of actions and discussed how theories of actions can
be used in formulating a deliberative control architecture� Considering that
the reactive modules also use actions �in the RHS of the control rules� and
�uents �in the LHS of the rules�� a question that comes up is	 Is there some
relationship between action theories and reactive control� especially in the

�Throughout this paper we use the terms �state� and �situation� interchangeably�
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presence of exogenous actions and when the control is not a universal plan�
Although some attempts were made in �SKR�� KR��� Dru��� Sch��b��
which we will further discuss in Section �� the relationship between them is
not well established� The goal of this paper is to formalize this relationship�

As a result we achieve the following in this paper	

� We formulate the notion of a �reactive control module� being �correct�
with respect to achieving �also� maintaining� a goal� a set of initial
states� a theory of action of the agent� and a theory of action about
the exogenous actions��

� We develop su�ciency conditions that guarantee the correctness of
individual control rules and a control module as a whole and use it to
develop an algorithm that generates �correct� control modules�

� We extend the previous two results to the case where the agent is
able to perform �sensing� actions and such actions are allowed in the
control module�

��� Organization of the rest of the paper

In the remainder of this paper we formalize the intuitive ideas discussed
in the previous sub�section and work out several examples to elaborate our
formalization� In Section � we consider simple control modules and give
their operational semantics� We then give some examples of control mod�
ules together with the speci�cations of the actions used in those control
modules� In Section � we formally characterize the correctness of simple
control modules and in the process introduce the concept of closure and
unfolding of control modules� We use a running example to illustrate these
concepts� In Section � we present su�ciency conditions for the correctness
of control modules and use them to present two di�erent algorithms that
automatically construct correct control modules� In Section  we extend
simple control modules to allow sensing actions and to encode conditional
plans� In Section � we formalize the correctness of the extended control
modules and in Section � we present su�ciency conditions for these mod�
ules� We then use the su�ciency conditions to present an algorithm that
constructs such control modules� In Section � we brie�y describe how we
used our theory in our mobile robot entry in AAAI ��� In Section � we re�
late our research in this paper to earlier work on universal plans� situation
control rules� and agent theories and architectures� Finally in Section �� we
conclude and brie�y discuss several future directions to our work�

� Simple Control Modules� preliminaries

In this paper we consider a robot control architecture consisting of hierar�
chically de�ned reactive control modules� Throughout the paper we use the
term �robot� and �agent� in a generic sense and each subsume both software
based agents � such as softbots� and physical robots� By �hierarchically� we
mean that the action used in the control rule of a control module may it�
self be de�ned using another control module� Similar architectures are also
suggested in �Sch��� Nil��� Fir��� BKMS���

�In the literature the term �exogenous events� is mostly used instead of �exogenous
actions�� We use �exogenous actions� to maintain the link with the phrase �action theory�
that we use throughout the paper�
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In this section we de�ne simple control modules and their operational
semantics� In a later section �Section � we extend our de�nition to allow
sensing actions�

De�nition ��� �Control rules and Control modules� A simple control
rule is of the form�

if p�� � � � � pk then a�� � � � � al

where p�� � � � � pk are �uent literals and a�� � � � � al are actions�

A termination control rule is of the form

if p�� � � � � pk then HALT �

and a suspension control rule is of the form

if p�� � � � � pk then SUSPEND�

A control rule is a simple control rule� a termination control rule� or a
suspension control rule� The part between the if and then of a control
rule is referred to as the LHS of the rule and the part after the then is
referred to as the RHS of the rule�

A control module is de�ned as a collection of control rules�

Achievement control module� and mixed control modules consist of only
simple and termination control rules� A maintenance control module con�
sists of only simple and suspension control rules� �

Intuitively an achievement control module is supposed to make a given goal
true� a maintainance control module is suppose to maintain a goal true� and
a mixed control module is supposed to make a goal true while maintaining
another� Achievement and mixed control modules halt after achieving their
goals� Maintainance control modules execute continuously until they are
stopped from outside� We now de�ne the operational semantics of simple
control modules�

��� Operational semantics of simple control modules

A simple control module can be in four di�erent states	 active� suspended�
success�terminated� and failure�terminated� In the active state it continu�
ously executes the following loop	 observe� match� and act� In the observe
cycle it reads its sensor values and quickly computes and updates the �uent
values� Note that although many of the �uents� which we call basic �uents�
may directly correspond to sensor values with possible use of thresholds�
there may be �uents whose values are derived from the basic �uents� There
may be other 	uents which do not correspond to any sensors but encode the
mental state of the robot�

In the match cycle it matches the values of the �uents with the LHS
of the rules� In the act cycle it executes the actions in the RHS of all the
rules whose LHS was matched successfully� If there are more than one such
rules and the actions in their RHS are di�erent but non�contradicting then
it executes them concurrently� If they are contradicting then it uses some
priority mechanism �similar to the approach in the subsumption architecture
�Bro���� to decide which ones to execute� If the RHS of the rule is HALT

then the control module reaches the success�terminated state� If the RHS
of the rule is SUSPEND then the control module reaches the suspended
state� In the suspended state the sensors are active and any change in the
sensor values takes the robot from the suspended state to the active state�
If in the match cycle no rule is found whose LHS is matched then the control
module reaches the failure�terminated state�





��� Assumptions about simple control modules and their
limitations

We have the following assumptions about our robot and the environment it
is in� These assumptions play a crucial role in our formulation of correctness
of control modules�

�� After each observe step the robot has complete information about each
�uents�

�� The internal state of the robot is correct with respect to the world
state� �I�e� the modeling of the world and the sensing are perfect��

�� Actions are duration less�

�� Robots actions and the exogenous actions do not overlap or happen
at the same time�

� The control module may have rules only for some states�

The �rst assumption and the second assumption together mean that the
robots internal states re�ect world states accurately� This is a limitation of
our approach when applied to physical robots at the lowest level of control�
The above assumptions are often appropriate for the higher level of control
of physical robots and in softbots� �Later in Section  we remove the �rst
assumption�� The third assumption is due to the action theories that we
will be using for formulating correctness of control modules� Although at
�rst glance they seem to be restrictive� Reiter in �Rei��� shows how actions
that take time can be essentially modeled using instantaneous �start� and
�stop� actions� The viability of the fourth assumption depends on the third
assumption and it is well known that by choosing an appropriate granularity
parallelism can be modeled using concurrency� The �fth assumption re�ects
the fact that many control modules may not be universal plans �Sch��� and
may only have rules for some of the states� This has consequences when we
formalize the correctness of control modules�

��� Some Examples of Control Modules

Consider a mobile robot navigating the o�ce �oor in Figure �� Assuming
that the robot�s sensing mechanism can tell where the robot is located at� in
terms of being next to rooms ��� to ��� or next to the elevator� the following
control module when executed can take the robot next to the elevator from
anywhere in the o�ce �oor�

Module � Goto elevator �
if �at elevator then Go clockwise �room
if at elevator then HALT �

In the above control module we have assumed that the robot has an ac�
tion which when executed takes the robot to the next room in the clockwise
direction�

To formally show the correctness of the control module Goto elevator �
we need to specify the e�ect of the action Go clockwise �room� which is
used in the action theory� and also any constraints about the world� For
this we will use the high�level syntax of the language A �GL��� and its
successor AR �KL����

Specifying e	ects of the actions in module Goto elevator �
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Figure �	 Mobile robot in a simple o�ce �oor�

Go clockwise �room causes at room�X  ��
if at room�X���at room�����

Go clockwise �room causes at elevator if at room�����
Go clockwise �room causes at room����� if at elevator

Specifying constraints about the world corresponding to the
module Goto elevator �

always �at room������ � � �� at room����� � at elevator��

It should be noted that for mobile robots the e
ects of actions and the
constraints that we specify is from the robot�s perspective�� It may not be
from the perspective of an impartial observer� The later is usually used in
action theories� but we do not use it in robots situated in a physical world�
This is to avoid an additional mapping between the robot�s perspective as
described by its sensors and the world model� For other robots�agents that
are not situated in a physical world the action theory may be speci�ed from
an impartial observers perspective�

Following is another control module to take the robot next to the eleva�
tor� This module uses an additional action Go anticlockwise �room� whose
e�ects are also speci�ed below�

Module � Goto elevator �

if at room�X�� X � �� then Go clockwise �room
if at room�X�� X � ��� then Go anticlockwise �room
if at elevator then HALT �

Specifying the e	ect of the action Go anticlockwise �room

�The symbol � denotes ex�or�
�Lesp�erance and Levesque in �LL�	
 give a detailed logical account of knowledge from

the robot�s perspective � termed �indexical knowledge��
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Go anticlockwise �room causes at room�X � ��
if at room�X���at room�����

Go anticlockwise �room causes at elevator if at room�����
Go anticlockwise �room causes at room����� if at elevator

We can now express the goal of this paper in terms of the above examples�
Our initial goal is to be able to formally show using the above action theories
that both the control modules Goto elevator � and Goto elevator � will
take the robot next to the elevator� Moreover we would like to be able to
automatically construct the control modules from the action theory given
the goal that the control module should take the robot next to the elevator�

In the above control modules we used the actions Go clockwise �room
and Go anticlockwise �room� and described their e�ects� but we did not
specify what these actions consists of� Following our hierarchical approach
we can further define the actions Go clockwise �room and
Go anticlockwise �room as control modules�

We will now de�ne the control module corresponding to the action
Go clockwise �room� �The control module for the other actions can be
similarly de�ned�� To make our control module simple we make certain
assumptions about the environment� We assume that the doors of the outer
rooms are painted white and the doors of the inner rooms are painted black�
We also assume that the control program that takes the robot out of a room
also aligns the robot such that its side faces the door� and when this control
module is called for execution the mental 	uent just started is assigned the
value true� Besides �uents that are directly dependent on sensor readings�
we have �uents that do not correspond to any sensors but rather encode
the state of the robot� Recall that we refer to such �uents as mental 	uents
and in the following control module just started is such a �uent� In general
exogenous actions can not directly change the values of mental �uents� they
can only be changed by a direct action of the robot�

Module � Go clockwise �room

if white door on rt then turn ���
if just started� black door on rt then go forward

if just started� wall on rt then del started

if �just started� wall on rt then go forward

if corridor on rt then turn rt ��
if �just started� black door on rt then HALT �

In the above module the action turn ��� turns the robot ��� degrees�
the action go forward takes the robot forward a certain distance until
there is a change in its sensor values regarding what is in its right� the
action del started falsi�es the mental �uent just started� and the action
turn rt �� �rst makes the robot turn �� degrees to the right and then
makes it go forward until the wall is on its right� Also note that the actions
go forward and turn rt �� can be further de�ned by another control mod�
ule� We now formally specify the action theory that describes the above
e�ects of the actions and also speci�es the relationship between certain �u�
ents�

Action theory for the actions in control module
Go clockwise �room

turn ��� causes black door on rt if white door on rt

go forward causes wall on rt if black door on rt

go forward causes black door on rt if wall on rt��app corner
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go forward causes at room�X  ��
if wall on rt��app corner� at room�X���at room�����

go forward causes at elevator if wall on rt��app corner�
at room�����

go forward causes at room����� if wall on rt��app corner�
at elevator

go forward causes corridor on rt if wall on rt� app corner

go forward causes �app corner if wall on rt� app corner

turn rt �� causes wall on rt if corridor on rt

del started causes �just started if wall on rt

go forward causes app corner if black door on rt� at room�����
go forward causes app corner if black door on rt� at room����
go forward causes app corner if black door on rt� at room�����
go forward causes app corner if black door on rt� at elevator

always �black door on rt� white door on rt

�wall on rt� corridor on rt�
always �at�other� i� �at room������ � � �� at room������

at room����� � � � �� at room�������
always �at room������ � � �� at room����� � at elevator�
always �app corner � �at�other��
always �corridor on rt� �at�other��
always �corridor on rt� �app corner� �

To complete the �avor of the various kind of control modules that we may
have we now give example of a maintainance control moduleMaintain Siren

�a similar module is discussed in �JF���� whose purpose is to maintain the
goal �off siren�

Module � Maintain Siren

if off siren then turn on siren

if �off siren then SUSPEND �

Notice that the above control module does not contain any rule that has
HALT in its RHS� This means once the execution of the control module
starts it never terminates by itself�

The e�ect of the action turn on siren is speci�ed as follows	

turn on siren causes �off siren

In the future sections we will formulate correctness of control modules
and show the correctness of the control modules discussed in this section�
We will also discuss how to automatically generate such control modules�

��� Specifying actions and their e�ects

Because of assumptions � and � in Section ��� a simple action theory without
features such as being able to observe �as in �BGP����� or having narratives
�MS��� PR���� or having knowledge producing actions �Moo�� SL���� is
su�cient for formulating correctness of the control module discussed in the
previous section�

This is because of the fact that our robot with a reactive control does not
reason about its past� It just takes into account the current sensor values
and the current mental state of the robot �and possibly some additional
�uents� to decide what actions to do next� Also it does not completely
rely on its actions and allows the possibility of outside interference� After
executing an action it senses again and proceeds from there�
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Our action theory has two kinds of actions	 one that the robot can per�
form� and the other that may happen independent of the robot and which
is beyond the control of the robot� The second kind of action referred to
as exogenous actions may frustrate the robot trying to achieve the goal or
may provide the robot with an opportunity� For both kinds we have e�ect
axioms that describe the e�ect of the actions� Our theory allows us to ex�
press values of �uents in particular situations and allows us to reason in
the forward direction from that situation� In other words� given values of
�uents in situation s� our theory lets us determine if a �uent f is true in the
situation Res�an� Res�an��� � � � � Res�a�� s� � � ���

� We usually denote this by
j� holds�f� �a�� � � � � an�s� or by j� f after �a�� � � � � an� at s� When necessary�
an action ai could be a compound action consisting of concurrent execution
of a sequence of basic actions � actions which can not be decomposed fur�
ther� For example� by f�a���� � � � � a��k��� � � � � �am��� � � � � am�km �g� we denote a
compound action� whose execution corresponds to the concurrent execution
of the sequences of actions �a���� � � �a��k��� � � � � �am��� � � � � am�km �� Compound
actions are treated in �BG��� BG��� LS��� GLR��� ALP���� While� in
�BG��� BG��� LS��� GLR��� concurrent execution of actions are more like
parallel execution� in �ALP��� concurrent execution of actions correspond
to concurrent transaction processing in databases�

When we refer to a plan that achieves a goal� the plan consists of only
the actions that can be performed by the robot� The other actions are only
used to determine states that the robot may be in�

In this paper we do not advocate or consider any particular theory of
action� Any theory that has the above mentioned entailment relation� that
subscribes to our notion of two di�erent kinds of actions� and can reason
about concurrent executions of sequences of actions is suitable for our pur�
pose� Moreover certain simpli�cations in the class of control modules we
allow� such as the LHS of two rules not being simultaneously true� results
in simplifying the required action theories� In this particular case� the sim�
pli�cation allows us to use the theory A �GL��� or AR �KL���� In most of
the paper we will be using such a theory�

��� Valid states during the execution of Go clockwise �room

We will be using the module Go clockwise �room as a running example in
the next two sections� As a �rst step� we will now list all the states the
robot may be in while executing this module� At times we will use some
abstractions�

From the domain constraint

always �black door on rt� white door on rt

�wall on rt� corridor on rt�
we know that in every state one and only one of the �uents
black door on rt� white door on rt� wall on rt� or corridor on rt must be
true� Similarly because of the constraint
always �at������ at room����� � � � �� at room����� � at elevator�
one and only one of the �uents at������ at����� at������ at elevator� at�other�
is true� �To make it easier to analyze we will use the �uent at�other� and
not distinguish the position of the robot at places other than at ���� ���
��� and the elevator�� The notation used for the di�erent states based on
the possible combinations of these �uents is listed in the following table�

�We often denote this situation by �a�� � � � � an
s�
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at����� at���� at����� at elevator at�other�

black door on right s��� s��� s��� s��� s���
white door on rt s��� s��� s��� s��� s���
wall on rt s��� s��� s��� s��� s���
corridor on rt s��� s��� s��� s��� s���

In the above table� si�j denotes the state in which the �uent in the �rst
column of row i � and the �uent in the �j  ��th column of the �rst row
are true� For example� the �uents wall on rt and at���� are true in the
state s����

Since the action theory has two additional �uents� just started and
app corner� to list all possible complete states of A we use the following
notation	

� si�j�app corner denotes the state where app corner and just started are
true�

� si�j��app corner denotes the state where just started is true and app corner
is false�

� s�i�j�app corner denotes the state where app corner is true and just started
is false�

� s�i�j��app corner denotes the state where just started and app corner

are false�

We also use s�i�j�X to denote thatX can be either app corner or �app corner
and 	 can be either blank �meaning just started is true� or � �meaning
just started is false�� We may also have one of them �the 	 or the X� ini�
tialized� Also when we have s�i�j�X as the member of a set� we are abusing
notation� and what we mean is that the states obtained by initializing 	 and
X are member of that set� For example� when we say S � fs�i�j�Xg we mean
S � fsi�j�app corner� si�j��app corner� s

�
i�j�app corner� s

�
i�j��app cornerg�

So far we have simply described all possible combinations of the �uents
of the action theory�

Because of the domain constraints of A� not all �uent combinations are
states� We list the �uent combinations which are not states below	

� Due to the domain constraint

always �corridor on rt� �at�other��

s�����X are not states in A�

� Due to
always �app corner � �at�other��

the states s�i���app corner are not states in A�

� Due to
always �corridor on rt� �app corner�

the states s���j�app corner are not states in A�
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We can now list the set S of all possible states the robot may be in as
follows	

S � fs�i�j�X for i � �� � � � � �� j � �� � � � � �g
S

fs�i����app corner for i � �� � � � � �g
S

fs���j��app corner for j � �� � � � � �g

In the following table we show the e�ect of various actions on some of the
states of the robot�

Action �a� State �s� The state corresponding
to Res�a� s�

turn right �� s���j�X s���j�X
turn ��� s���j�X s���j�X
detele started s���j�X s���j�X
go forward s������app corner s������app corner

s���j�X s���j�app corner

for �j � �� � � � � ��
s���j�app corner s���j��app corner

for �j � �� � � � � ��
s������app corner s������app corner

s������app corner s������app corner

s������app corner s������app corner

s������app corner s������app corner

s������app corner s���Y��app corner�Y 
 f�� �� g�

� Formal Characterization of Simple Con�

trol Modules

In our characterization we do not expect our control module to necessarily
be a universal plan� �The correctness of a universal plan is given in �Sch�����
Thus we need to characterize what it means for a control module to behave
correctly when it is executed in a certain �important and�or critical and�or
most plausible� set of states S� A simple characterization in the absence
of exogenous actions� and when the goal is to achieve a �uent formula G is
quite straight forward and can be intuitively described as follows	 We say a
control module M behaves correctly w�r�t� a particular state s �from S�� if
when M is executed in s� M successfully terminates in a state where G is
true� We sayM behaves correctly with respect to S� ifM behaves correctly
w�r�t� all states in the set S�

But now we need to take into account exogenous actions� the main com�
ponent of a dynamic environment� We propose to account them in a dif�
ferent manner than done in �KBSD��� DKKN��� where exogenous actions
are combined with the agents actions thus resulting in non�deterministic �or
probabilistic� e�ects of actions� In our approach the notion of correctness
of a control module with respect to achieving a goal from a particular state
s is as described in the previous paragraph and assumes no interference by
exogenous actions� We take into account exogenous actions by expanding
the set of states S to the set of all states that the agent may reach while
executing M and due to exogenous actions� This larger set of states is re�
ferred to as the closure of S w�r�t� the module M and the action theory A
�which includes the theory for the exogenous actions�� and is denoted by
Closure�S�M�A�� Thus in presence of exogenous actions� we say M be�
haves correctly with respect to S� ifM behaves correctly w�r�t� all states in
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the set Closure�S�M�A�� We now de�ne the closure and the correctness of
achievement modules more formally�

De�nition 
�� Let S be a set of states� M be a control module� and A be
an action theory� We say a set of states S� is a closure of S w�r�t� M and
A� if S� is a minimal �w�r�t� subset ordering� set of states that satis�es the
following conditions	

�i� S � S��

�ii� If s 
 S� and a is an action in A that can occur independent of the
robot in the state s� then Res�a� s� 
 S��

�iii� If s 
 S� and there exist a rule in M whose LHS is satis�ed by s
then �RHS�s 
 S� �

Proposition 
�� For any set of states S� control module M � and action
theory A� there is a unique set of states S� which is the closure of S w�r�t�
M and A�

Proof� In Appendix A� �

We refer the closure of S w�r�t� M and A by Closure�S�M�A�� Also by
Closure�S�A�A�� we denote the set of all states that can be reached from
S by executing any sequence of actions �both exogenous and the actions
doable by the robot� from a state in S�

De�nition 
�� A set of states S is said to be closed w�r�t� a control module
M and an action theory A if S � Closure�S�M�A�� �

In the following example we illustrate the computation of Closure with
respect to the control module Go Clockwise �room and several theories of
exogenous actions�

Example 
�� Consider our example about the robot in an o�ce �oor�
When describing the control module that takes the robot to the next room
in the clockwise direction we assumed that in the initial state the robot will
have just started true and it will have the black door on its right�

Based on these assumptions the set of initial states for the robot� which
we will denote by S�� in the notation described in Section �� are	

S� � fs����X � s����X� s����X� s����X� s�����app cornerg

We will now highlight several closures of S� with respect to the control
module Go Clockwise �room and several theories of exogenous actions�

Following are some exogenous actions that we consider in computing the
closure�

� hand turn ��� � This is an action that represents the mischief of a
passer�by who turns the robot ��� degrees when it has black door at
its right� This action changes the orientation of the robot such that it
has white door on its right� I�e� it changes the state of the robot from
s���j�X to s���j�X�

� put on corridor � This action� again doable by a passer�by� puts the
robot such that it has the corridor on its right� when it was initially
approaching the corner or was just past the corner� I�e� it changes
the state of the robot from s���j�app corner to s

�
��j��app corner� or from

s���j��app corner to s
�
��j��app corner�

	In this section by Res�a� s we denote the state corresponding to the situation
Res�a� s� Formally� this state is expressed by the set ff � holds�f�Res�a� s is entailed
by the theoryg�
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� corner change	 This action� again doable by a passer�by� either ad�
vances a robot approaching a corner past the corner or vice versa�
I�e�� it changes the state of the robot from si�j�app corner to the state
si�j��app corner �i � �� � � � � �� j � �� � � � � ��� or from si�j��app corner to
si�j�app corner�

Let us consider four action theories	
A�	 It has no exogenous actions�
A�	 It has only the exogenous action hand turn ����
A�	 It has the exogenous actions hand turn ��� and put on corridor� and
A�	 It has all the exogenous actions�

The various closures are as follows�	

Closure�S��M�A�� � fs��j�X jj � �� � � � � �g�
fs��� j��app corner jj � �� � � � � �g�
fs�����app corner� s

�
�����app cornerg�

fs��j�app corner jj � �� � � � � �g�
fs�����X jj � �� � � � � �g�
fs�����app corner� s

�
�����app cornerg�

fs���j��app corner jj � �� � � � � �g

Closure�S��M�A�� � Closure�S��M�A���
fs��j�X jj � �� � � � � �g � fs�����app cornerg�
fs���j��app corner jj � �� � � � � g

Closure�S��M�A�� � Closure�S��M�A���
fs��j��app corner jj � �� � � � � �g�
fs��j��app corner jj � �� � � � � �g

Closure�S��M�A�� � Closure�S��M�A���

�

��� Correctness of Achievement Control modules

Now that we have characterized the closure of a set of initial states w�r�t� a
control module and an action theory� to prove correctness we will have to
show that for each state s in the closure� if the control module is executed
starting from s� then in the absence of any exogenous actions the control
module will terminate in a state where the goal is satis�ed� The reason we
can get away with the assumption of no exogenous actions is because they
are considered when computing the closure� So if during the execution of
the control module an exogenous action does happen� then the robot will get
distracted from its current execution� but it will reach a state in the closure�
from which the control module can take it to the goal� Of course if the robot
is continuously harassed by exogenous actions it will not reach the goal� but
if there is a window of non�interference where there are no exogenous actions
then it will reach the goal� �Although this is a drawback for a robot that is
being continuously harassed� there is no easy way out� One approach would
be to avoid getting into such a situation altogether� and another would be to
be able to recognize it as a failure and trigger a recovery routine� The �rst
approach is taken in �KBSD��� DKKN��� But their drawback is that the
robot becomes too conservative and avoids too many situations and may
consider certain goals unachievable which will be considered achievable �

�A detailed computation of the closure is given in �BS��b
�
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albeit requiring a window of non�interference � in our framework� There
are only some preliminary work �TSG�� TS�� San��� done on the second
approach��

To complete our formalization we now de�ne the unfolding of a control
module with respect to a state� Intuitively� given a state s and a simple
control module M � the unfolding of M w�r�t� s is the sequence �possibly
in�nite� of actions that the control module will execute starting from s� in
the absence of any exogenous actions�

In the following we say that a rule if LHS then RHS is applicable
in a state s if LHS is satis�ed in s and �RHS�s is de�ned�

De�nition 
�
 For an achievement �or a mixed� control module M � UM
the unfolding function of M from states to sequences of actions is de�ned
as follows	

�i� For a state s� if all rules applicable in s� have RHS as HALT then
UM �s� � ���

�ii� For a state s� if there exists no rule r in M which is applicable in
s then UM �s� � aMF � where the action a

M
F is a special action in our action

theory which denotes that the execution of M fails�

�iii� For a state s� if there is at least one rule applicable in s� then let � be
the compound action that represents the concurrent execution of the RHS
of all rules applicable in s and if ���s is de�ned then UM �s� � � UM����s��
�

We are now ready to de�ne the correctness of an achievement control module
with respect to a set of initial states� a control module and an action theory�

De�nition 
�� An achievement control module M is said to achieve goal
G from a set of states S and w�r�t an action theory A �i�e�� M is correct
w�r�t� G�S and A�� if for all s in Closure�S�M�A�� UM �s� is �nite and does
not end with aMF and for all f in G� j� holds�f� �UM �s��s��

Furthermore�M is said to n�achieve goal G from S� if maxs�S jUM�s�j �
n� �

The notion of n�achievement is signi�cant from the point of view of com�
putation� where we might want our control module to be such that in the
absence of exogenous actions it reaches the goal in less than n steps� In that
case the number n represents the length of the window of non�interference
that is necessary for the robot to achieve its goal�

Also we can easily generalize the above de�nition to the case where the
goal G is a formula instead of a set of �uent literals�

��� Correctness of the Go clockwise 
room module

Continuing with our running example we would like to show that the control
module Go clockwise �room achieves the goal f�just started�
black door on rtg from the set of all possible states� S�

By De�nition ���� we need to show that for all s 
 S� UM �s� is �nite and
does not end with aFM and for all f in the goal G� j� holds�f� �UM �s��s��

It is easy to see that for any state s in S� there is only one rule in
the control module Go clockwise �room which is applicable in that state�
This guarantees that the unfolding function unfolds to sequences of simple
actions �no compound actions� for all states in S� and also that UM �s� does
not end with aMF for any s in S� In �BS��b� we compute UM�s� for all
possible states s� and show that the goal is true in each of those states�
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��� Correctness of maintainance control modules

So far we have discussed the correctness of achievement control modules�
Recall that maintainance control modules are supposed to maintain a goal�
In the absence of exogenous actions it means that the robot should not
do any action that might make the maintainance goal false� But in the
presence of exogenous actions the robot with no control over those actions
can only strive to make the maintainance goal true if they are made false
by some exogenous actions� In other words a maintainance control module
can not guarantee that the maintainance goal will never be false� it can
only guarantee that the robot won�t make it false by its own actions and if it
is made false by exogenous actions� then the robot will act towards making
it true� and given a su�cient window of non�interference from exogenous
actions� the robot will make the maintainance goal true� We now formalize
this notion of correctness of maintainance control modules�

De�nition 
�� For a maintainance control module M � UM the unfolding
function of M from states to sequences of actions is de�ned as follows	

�i� For a state s� if all rules applicable in s have RHS as SUSPEND then
UM �s� � ���

�ii� For a state s� if there exists no rule r in M which is applicable in
s then UM �s� � aMF � where the action a

M
F is a special action in our action

theory which denotes that the execution of M fails�

�iii� For a state s� if there are several rules applicable in s� then UM �s� �
�  UM����s�� where � is the compound action representing the concurrent
execution of the RHS of all rules applicable in s� �

De�nition 
� A maintainance control module M is said to maintain a
goal G from a set of states S and w�r�t an action theory A� if for all s in
Closure�S�M�A�� UM �s� is �nite and does not end with aMF and for all f
in G� j� holds�f� �UM �s��s��

Furthermore�M is said to n�maintain goalG fromS� ifmaxs�S jUM �s�j �
n� �

Intuitively when we say that a control module M n�maintains a goal G it
means that at any time if the robot is not in a state where G is satis�ed�
then it will get back to a state where G is satis�ed within n steps� if there
is no interference in between�

Consider the maintainance control module Maintain Siren� It can be
easily shown that it maintains the goal �off siren from the set of initial
states f�g in presence of an exogenous action that may suddenly make
off siren true�

Correctness of mixed control module can be de�ned in a similar manner
and we can show that the mixed control module obtained by adding the
control rule

if off sirent then turn on siren�

to the control moduleGo clockwise �room will not only achieve the goal
of going to the next room in the clockwise direction� but will also maintain
the goal �off siren�
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� Su�ciency conditions for correctness of sim�

ple control modules

��� Su�ciency conditions for achievement control mod	
ules

The de�nitions of the previous section formalize the notion of correctness of
a control module as a whole� Our goal in this section is to explore su�ciency
conditions that will �sometimes� allow us to verify whether a control module
achieves a goal or not without actually constructing its unfolding function
and explicitly verifying the conditions in De�nition ���� Moreover we are
also interested in the notion of the correctness of an individual control rule�
This is important in the development of a control module because control
rules are often written one by one by an expert� or are learned individually�
or even if developed automatically� they are often incrementally added to
an existing module� and we need to have a way to evaluate the correctness
of such an individual rule regardless of what is in the rest of the module�

Thus in contrast to the approach in �KBSD��� DKKN�� we will pay
special attention to su�ciency conditions for correctness of individual rules�
We will refer to such rules as sound� Our goal is to show that a control
module which is a complete �w�r�t� a set of states S� collection of such
sound rules guarantee that the module will achieve its goal from S� where
completeness w�r�t� S is de�ned as the module having at least one applicable
rule for each state in S�

Inspired by Kaelbling and Rosenschein we say that a simple control rule
r is intuitively sound if for any state where r is applicable� the action in the
RHS of r �leads to the goal��

We formally de�ne this intuitive notion as follows	 An action a leads
to a goal from a state s if there exists a plan with minimal cost from s

which achieves the goal and has a as its �rst action� where actions have an
associated cost �a positive integer� and the cost of a plan is the sum of the
cost of each of the actions in that plan�

Before formally de�ning the soundness condition we would like to point
out that weaker de�nitions of the notion of an action leading to a goal� such
as the action is the �rst action of any plan or even any minimal plan� are
not su�cient� The following control module to go to the elevator illustrates
our point�

Module � Goto elevator 


if at room�X�� X � �� then Go clockwise �room
if at room������ then Go anticlockwise �room
if at room������ then Go clockwise �room
if at room�X�� X � ��� then Go anticlockwise �room
if at elevator then HALT �

The above module is complete in the sense that it has control rules for
each possible state� Also for each possible state there is a unique rule in the
above module that is applicable to that state� and the RHS of that rule is an
action that is the �rst action of a minimal plan to the goal� To verify that
let us consider the robot to be at room ���� From that state the robot has
a minimal plan consisting of a sequence of Go anticlockwise �room which
takes the robot to the goal� Hence the actionGo anticlockwise �room is the
�rst action of a minimal plan to the goal from the state fat room�����g�
Similarly the action Go clockwise �room is the �rst action of a minimal
plan to the goal from the state fat room�����g�
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But if the robot is at room ��� or at room ���� and it executes the
module Goto elevator �� it gets stuck in a loop�

It is also important that the cost of actions be positive� Otherwise
control modules may also get into loops�

We now formally de�ne the soundness condition based on the �action
leading to goal� notion� Later we will present an algorithms that automati�
cally construct control modules using this notion�

De�nition ��� �Soundness �i�A simple control rule r is said to be sound
w�r�t� a goal G and a set of states S �or w�r�t� �G�S�� if for all s 
 S such
that r is applicable in s there exists aminimal cost plan that achieves G
from s and has the RHS of r as its pre�x�

�ii� A termination control rule r is said to be sound w�r�t� goal G and a
set of states S �or w�r�t� �G�S�� if its LHS satis�es G�

An achievement control module M is sound w�r�t� goal G and a set of
states S �or w�r�t� �G�S�� if each rule r 
M is sound w�r�t �G�S�� �

Note that in part �i� of the above de�nition� if there are several plans with
the same minimal cost then any one of them can be used to satisfy the
soundness criteria�

An important aspect of the above de�nition is the notion of �minimal
cost plan�� It raises the question of how exactly we assign cost to actions�
A simple cost assignment is to assign each action a cost of �� In that
case a minimal cost plan corresponds to a shortest plan� One advantage of
this is that many of the current planners �including most forward chaining
planners� can easily �nd the shortest plan�

Besides the soundness and completeness condition� to make it easier to
analyze and automatically construct control modules� we would like to avoid
compound actions representing concurrent execution of actions� Moreover
most planners do not construct plans that have such compound of actions�
The following de�nition de�nes a condition that guarantees non�concurrent
execution of actions�

De�nition ��� An achievement control module M is said to be sequential
w�r�t� a set of states S if for any s 
 S� the RHS of all rules in M whose
LHS is satis�ed by s is the same� �

Observation ��� Consider a pair �M�S�� whereM is a sequential achieve�
ment control module w�r�t� a �nite set of states S and S is closed w�r�t� M
and a deterministic action theory� Then for any state s in S� the unfolding
ofM with respect to s does not contain any concurrent execution of actions�
�

We are now ready to state our main theorem which states that complete�
ness and soundness of an achievement control module M w�r�t a goal G
guarantees that M achieves G�

Theorem ��� Let A be an action theory� Consider a pair �M�S�� where S
is a set of complete states� M is a simple control module sequential w�r�t�
S� and S is closed w�r�t� M and A� Given a goal G� if M is sound w�r�t� G
and S and complete w�r�t� S then M achieves G from S w�r�t� A�

Proof� In Appendix B� �
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We will now consider the control modules in the previous sections and
show their correctness by showing that they satisfy the soundness and the
completeness criteria� Note that one advantage in using this approach of
showing correctness is due to the fact that there now exist incremental
planners �JB�� AIS��� which can determine the pre�x of plans� without
constructing the whole plan� This may be used to verify the soundness
condition without actually constructing the minimal cost plans�

� The control module Goto elevator � is sound and complete with re�
spect to the set of states ffat elevatorg� fat�����g� � � � �
fat�����gg� and the goal at elevator when the action theory only con�
sist of the action Go clockwise �room� We can then use Theorem ���
to verify its correctness�

When we add the action Go anticlockwise �room� it is no longer
sound� and we can no longer use Theorem ��� to verify its correct�
ness�

� The control module Goto elevator � is sound and complete with re�
spect to the set of states ffat elevatorg� fat�����g� � � � �
fat�����gg� and the goal at elevator when the action theory consists
of actions
Go clockwise �room andGo anticlockwise �room� Therefore� we can
use Theorem ��� to verify its correctness�

� The control module Go clockwise �room is sound and complete with
respect to the set of all states ffat elevatorg� fat�����g� � � � �
fat�����gg� and the goal at elevator� and the action theory in Sec�
tion ���� Therefore� we can also use Theorem ��� to verify its correct�
ness�

� The soundness and completeness conditions and Theorem ��� can be
modi�ed in an intuitive manner for mixed and maintainance control
modules and we can use them to prove the correctness of the control
moduleMaintain siren�

��� Automatic construction of achievement control mod	
ules

In the last section we discussed how the soundness and completeness con�
ditions can be used to verify the correctness of some control modules� But
its other important signi�cance is that it can be used to automatically con�
struct control modules� In this section we give an algorithm to automati�
cally construct achievement control modules� Given a set of states S� an
action theory A and goal G the algorithm uses the soundness and com�
pleteness condition and Theorem ��� to construct a control module M
that can reach the goal from any state in Closure�S�M�A�� �We assume
here that G is achievable from all states in Closure�S�A�A��� The main
step of the algorithm is to add sound control rules to the control module
for all states in Closure�S�M�A�� Normally to consider all states in the
set Closure�S�M�A� we need to computed the set �rst� But to compute
that we need the control module M � We avoid this �chicken�and�egg� prob�
lem by iteratively computing Closure�S�M�A� and adding sound rules for
states already in the current Closure�S�M�A� until a �xpoint is reached
where we have a control module M which has sound rules for all states in
Closure�S�M�A��
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Algorithm ���

Input	 Goal G� a set of states S� an action theory A for the robot and
for the exogenous actions�

Output	 A Control ModuleM that achieves G fromClosure�S�M�A��

Step �

M � fif G then HALTg�

Sin � fs� 	 s� is reachable from some state s in S by applying
sequences of exogenous actionsg� and

Sout � ��

Step � While Sin �� Sout

��� Pick a state s from Sin n Sout

��� Find a minimal cost plan P from s that achieves G� Let a be the
�rst action in P �

��� If P is a not a null plan then M �M � fif s then ag�

��� Sin � Sin � �a�s � fs� 	 s� is reachable from �a�s by applying
sequences of exogenous actionsg and
Sout � Sout � fsg�

Step � Merge control rules inM which have the same RHS and whose
LHS can be combined	�

�

Proposition ��� Given a goalG� a set of states S and an action theory A if
G is achievable from all states in Closure�S�A�A�� then Algorithm ��� gen�
erates a control moduleM such that M achieves G from Closure�S�M�A��

Proof �sketch�	 The set Closure�S�M�A� is iteratively computed in the
step ��� and put in Sin� Sout is the set of states for which sound rules have
been added to M in step � and step ���� Since step � terminates when
Sout � Sin� after the algorithm terminates we have M to be sound and
complete w�r�t� the goal G and the set of states Closure�S�M�A�� The
algorithm is guaranteed to terminate because of our assumption that G is
achievable from all states in Closure�S�A�A�� Hence by Theorem ��� this
proposition is true� �

In the above proposition we require that G is achievable from all states
in Closure�S�A�A�� This is a fairly stringent requirement� In the absence
of this condition we can not guarantee that our algorithm will construct a
control module M that achieves G from Closure�S�M�A�� In fact we can
not guarantee that our algorithm will terminate� A slight modi�cation of
the algorithm� where we replace Step � by

!While Sin �� Sout and there exists s in Sin n Sout from which there is a
plan to reach the goal"

will guarantee termination� and if the algorithm terminates with Sin �
Sout� then the control module M generated by the algorithm achieves G


For example� the rules if f��g then a and if f� g then a can be merged to the
single rule if f then a� More e�cient merging algorithms can be obtained using tech�
niques in digital circuit design where truth tables are optimally realized by considering
�uents as input variables to the circuits and actions as output variables of the circuit�
The idea of realizing control modules as circuits was earlier discussed in �Nil��
�
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from Closure�S�M�A�� Also since the algorithm picks a minimal cost plan
in Step ���� this can be used as a choice point to backtrack� to look for other
ways to have Sin � Sout�

The above proposition guarantees the correctness of our automatic con�
struction algorithm� But besides being correct� the control module gen�
erated by our algorithm is also �optimal�� i�e�� from any state the control
module takes a minimal cost path to a goal state� when there are no ex�
ogenous actions� The control modules generated in �DKKN�� KBSD��� do
not have this property�

��� Complexity of the automatic construction algorithm

It is clear that the complexity of the above algorithm depends on the size
of the closure and the time it takes to �nd minimal cost plans� The worst
case size of the closure is the total number of states� which is exponential in
terms of the number of �uents� But we can limit the size of the closure by
allowing a small number of exogenous activities in A and by starting with
only few initial states� Similarly the complexity of �nding a minimal cost
program can be thought of as �nding minimal cost paths in a graph� which
using Dijkstra�s algorithm is quadratic in the number of nodes in the graph�
In general the number of nodes in our search graph could be exponential in
terms of the total number of �uents� �The complexity of planning algorithms
with respect to the number of �uents in most planning domains is listed in
detail in �ENS���� However� in reality� many of the �uent combinations �i�e�
states� may violate the state constraints and thus may not be valid� Hence
we believe that in some control modules and the corresponding environment
the number of the nodes in the graph will not be too big� and will allow
e�cient searching of minimal cost paths� Nevertheless in view of the worst
case exponential complexity� this algorithm and other algorithms in this
paper should be used mostly o��line� when time is less of a concern�

��� Automatic construction of maintainance and mixed
control modules

The de�nition of soundness and completeness can be extended in an in�
tuitive way to give us results similar to Theorem ��� that can be used to
verify correctness of maintainance and mixed control modules� Moreover
the two algorithms in the previous section can be appropriately modi�ed to
automatically construct maintainance and mixed control modules�

� Sensing actions	 conditional plans and their

role in control modules

In the previous sections we developed the notion of correctness of a simple
control module with respect to a goal� an action theory� initial states� and
exogenous actions� We also gave su�ciency conditions for correctness of
control rules� One of the assumptions that we had in the previous section
was that after each sensing the robot has complete information about each
�uent� Often the various sensing that needs to be done to satisfy the above
assumptions may not be doable in all situations� For example� in the AAAI
�� robot contest the robot needs to know if a certain conference room is
occupied or not� The sensing necessary to �nd this out can only be done if
the robot is in or near the conference room� Moreover some of the sensing
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activities� such as analyzing an image or a pattern� may be so expensive
�or time consuming� that we may only want to do it in certain states� For
these reasons we would like to separate the sensing activities of a robot
into two groups	 regular sensing and special sensing� The sensing that the
robot does in the sense and act cycle will be referred to as regular sensing�
and the sensing that it does in the acting phase to determine values of
certain �uents� such as �nding if the conference room is occupied or not�
will be referred to as special sensing� Special sensing actions will appear as
an action in the �then� part of a control rule and as a sensing action in a
conditional plan �Lev����

In the next few sections of this paper we consider control modules with
special sensing actions and formulate their correctness with respect to action
theories that allow such actions �Moo�� SL��� LTM���� �A plan based on
such a theory could be a conditional plan �Lev��� and may achieve knowl�
edge goals �GEW��� GW����� We also present su�ciency conditions for
correctness of individual control rules and show how it can be used to con�
struct control modules with sensing actions�

Special sensing actions also allow us to construct conditional plans from
incomplete states � where the robot does not have complete knowledge about
the world� for which simple plans may not exist�

��� Control modules with sensing actions

We now extend the simple control modules of section � with two new fea�
tures	 they may have explicit sensing actions in the �then� part of the rules
and may have �uent expressions of the form u�f� � meaning the truth�value
of f is unknown� in the �if� part� Besides these changes� the operational
semantics of such control modules remains unchanged� We now give an
example of such a control module�

Consider a robot which can perform the actions	 check door lock� 	ip lock�
and push door� Intuitively if the robot performs the action check door lock�
it will know if the door is locked or not� If it performs flip lock then the
door becomes unlocked if it is locked� and becomes locked if it is unlocked�
If it performs push door when the door is unlocked the door opens� Let us
now consider a control module which a mobile robot can execute to open
the door�

Example ��� Control Module � Open Door

if �door open� u�door locked� then check door lock

if �door open� door locked then flip lock

if �door open� �door locked then push door

if door open then HALT �

Our goal now is to extend our formulation of correctness of simple control
modules to control modules that have sensing actions� To do that the
corresponding theory of action� must allow formalization of sensing actions�

��� Action theory with sensing actions

For our purpose the main enhancement we need in our action theory� with
respect to the action theory in Section ���� is that the theory allow sensing
actions � actions that can change the state of the robot�s knowledge�

As before� our action theory will have two kinds of actions	 one that the
robot can perform �both simple and sensing actions�� and the other �also
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both simple and sensing actions� that may happen independent of the robot
and which is beyond the control of the robot� Intuitively exogenous sensing
actions corresponds to an outside agent telling the robot � this includes a
human agent entering such data through a keyboard� the truth value of some
�uents� of whose truth value the robot did not have any prior knowledge�
For non�sensing actions we have e�ect axioms that describe the e�ect of the
actions and for sensing actions we have axioms that describe the knowledge
that may be gained by executing that action� As an example� the action
theory of the robot for the Example �� can be described by the following
axioms�

Causal Rules describing actions in module Open Door

check door lock determines door locked

push door causes door open if �door locked
flip lock causes door locked if �door locked
flip lock causes �door locked if door locked

In the above rules� check door lock is a sensing action while the other
two are non�sensing actions�

Recall that we use action theories to de�ne an entailment relation be�
tween speci�cation of actions and queries of the form goal after plan� We
then use this entailment relation to formulate correctness of a control mod�
ule with respect to a set of initial states� by unfolding the control module
with respect to each of the initial state and checking if the plan obtained
by unfolding does indeed achieves the goal� For simple control modules� the
unfolding produced simple plans� which were sequences of actions�

With sensing actions we can extend our formulation of correctness with
respect to incomplete states � which we will denote by a pair hT� F i� where
T and F are the set of �uents which the robot knows has truth value true�
and false respectively� But unfolding a control module with respect to an
incomplete state may not produce a simple plan consisting of sequences of
actions� For example� unfolding the control module Open Door� with re�
spect to the incomplete state �h�� fdoor opengi�� where the robot is unaware
of the truth value of any �uents besides door open� intuitively results in the
following plan�

Conditional Plan � P lan Open Door

check door lock�
Case

�door locked� push door�
door locked� flip lock� push door�

Endcase

We refer to such a plan as a conditional plan� Note that like plans
consisting of sequences of actions� conditional plans will take an agent to
its goal from a particular state assuming there are no exogenous actions� In
contrast� the control module will take an agent to its goal from among a set
of states and in presence of a set of anticipated exogenous actions� We now
formally de�ne a conditional plan�

De�nition ��� Conditional Plan

� The empty plan �� is a conditional plan�

� If a is an action then a is a conditional plan�

� If c� and c� are conditional plans� then c�� c� is a conditional plan�
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� If c�� � � � � cn are conditional plans such that at least one of the ci�s
is not empty� and pij�s are �uents then the following is a conditional
plan� �Such a plan is referred to as a case plan��

Case
p���� � � � � p��m�

� c�
���
pn��� � � � � pn�mn

� cn
Endcase

where p���� � � � � p��m�
� � � � � pn��� � � � � pn�mn

are mutual exclusive �but
not necessary exhaustive��

In the above� pi��� � � � � pi�mi
� ci will be referred to as a case statement

of the plan C�

� Nothing else is a conditional plan� �

Note that any non�empty conditional plan C can be represented as a se�
quence of non�empty plans C��C�� � � � �Ck where k � � and Ci is a sequence
of actions or a case plan�

Based on the above discussion the enhanced action theory that we need
should allow states to encode what the robot knows� and allow reasoning
about sensing actions and conditional plans�

Some of the theories of the above kind are described in �Moo�� Haa���
SL��� LTM��� BS��a�� In �Moo�� SL���� states are Kripke models� while
in �LTM��� states are sets of ��valued interpretations� To make matters
simple we follow the approximation approach in �BS��a�� where a state
is a pair hT� F i� where T �resp� F � contains the �uents which have the
truth value true �resp� false�� The theories in �Moo�� SL��� and �LTM���
can be easily adapted to reason with such states� Once a state is de�ned�
the next step involves de�ning a transition function # that encodes the
e�ect on an action on a state� For a sensing action a that determines a
�uent f � whose value is not known in a state hT� F i � #�a� s� is the set of
states fhT � ffg� F i� hT� F � ffgig� Since #�a� s� could be a set of states�
we say j� holds�f� �a�s� is true� if f is true �or false� in every state in
#�a� s�� This is then further generalized in an intuitive way to de�ne when
j� holds�f� �plan�s� is true� where plan is a conditional plan�

Using an action theory that encodes the above ideas� it can be shown
that j� holds�door open� �P �h�� �i� where P stands for the conditional plan
P lan Open Door speci�ed earlier�

We do not intend to advocate any particular theory of action for the rest
of the formulation� Any theory that formalizes sensing actions by de�ning
# and the above discussed entailment relation� and that allows states that
encode the knowledge of the robot about the world is suitable for the rest of
the formulation�


 Formal Characterization of Control Mod�

ules with sensing actions

As before� to take into account exogenous actions we �rst de�ne the closure
of a set of states with respect to a control module and an action theory� This
de�nition is very similar to De�nition ���� The only di�erence is that we
assume that the robot may be told by an outside agent about truth values
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of �uents that it does not know� We do not require this assumption to be
explicitly stated as part of the action theory�

De�nition �� Let S be a set of states� M be a control module� and A

be an action theory with a transition function #� By Closure�S�M�A� we
denote the smallest set of states that satisfy the following conditions	

� S � Closure�S�M�A��

� For any state � in S� if �� is an extension
 of � then �� is in
Closure�S�M�A��

� If s 
 Closure�S�M�A� and a is an action in A that can occur inde�
pendent of the robot then #�a� s� � Closure�S�M�A��

� If s 
 Closure�S�M�A� and there exist a rule in M whose LHS is
satis�ed by s� then #�RHS� s� � Closure�S�M�A�� �

Proposition �� For any set of states S� control module M and action
theory A� there is a unique set of states S� which is the closure of S w�r�t�
M and A�

Proof� Similar to the proof of Proposition ���� �

We refer to the closure of S w�r�t� M and A by Closure�S�M�A��

De�nition �� A set of states S is said to be closed w�r�t� a control module
M and an action theory A if S � Closure�S�M�A�� �

We will now formally characterize the e�ect of executing control modules
with special sensing actions� Intuitively a control module M executed in a
state s executes a conditional plan� If s is complete then the conditional
plan that is executed is a sequence of actions � which we refer to as a simple
or a linear plan� When s is incomplete� the conditional plan that is executed
may not be a sequence of actions� and may include sensing actions and case
statements�

We now formally de�ne the unfolding function of a control module� As
before� we say that a control rule if LHS then RHS is applicable in s if
LHS is satis�ed in s and �RHS�s is de�ned�

De�nition �
 For an achievement �or a mixed� control module M � we
say UM is an unfold model if the following conditions are satis�ed�

� For a state s if all rules applicable in s have RHS as HALT then
UM �s� � ���

� For a state s� if there exists no rule r in M which is applicable in
s then UM �s� � aMF � where the action a

M
F is a special action in our

action theory which denotes that the execution of M fails�

� For a state s� if there is at least one rule applicable in s� then let � be
the compound action that represents the concurrent execution of the
RHS of all rules applicable in s�

�A state hT �� F �i is said to be an extension of a state hT�F i i� T � T � and F � F ��
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� If #��� s� � fs�� � � � � sng with n � �� then

UM �s� � ��
Case
s� � UM �s��
���
sn � UM �sn�
Endcase

� else� if #��� s� � fs�g� then

UM �s� � �  UM �s��� �

De�nition �� An achievement control module M with sensing actions is
said to achieve goal G from a set of states S and w�r�t� an action theory A
�i�e��M is correct w�r�t� G�S and A�� if for all s in Closure�S�M�A�� UM �s�
is �nite and does not end with aMF and for all f in G� j� holds�f� �UM �s��s��
�

� Su�ciency conditions and automatic con�

struction of control modules with sensing

actions

Our motivation here is similar to that of in Section ���� we would like to
obtain su�ciency conditions for the correctness of control modules with
sensing actions� This will be useful in veri�cation of the correctness of
control modules� and also for automatic construction of control modules
that use sensing actions to counter incompleteness�

As in Section ��� the su�ciency condition here will also have two parts	
soundness and completeness conditions� The completeness condition here
will be similar to the one in Section ���� Although the intuitive idea behind
the soundness condition here will be the same as before in Section ���� one
di�erence is that unfolding of control modules with respect to incomplete
states may now give us a conditional plan� not just a simple plan� Because
of this we need to extend our earlier de�nition of a minimal plan and a
minimal cost plan to conditional plans� We start with de�nition of a sub�
plan�

De�nition ��� �Sub�plans of conditional plans� Given a conditional
plan C� A plan C � which is not identical to C is called a sub�plan of C
if

�� C� is the empty plan ��� or

�� C is a simple plan a�� � � � � an and C
� � aj� � � � � � ajk where j�� � � � � jk is

a nonempty subsequence of �� � � � � n �� � j� � � � � � jk � n�� or

�� C is a case plan
C � Case

p���� � � � � p��m�
� c�

���
pn��� � � � � pn�mn

� cn
Endcase

and
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�a� either C� � c�i for some � � i � n� where c�i is either ci or a
sub�plan of ci�

�b� or
C� � Case

pj���� � � � � pj��mj�
� c�j�

���
pjk��� � � � � pjk�mjk

� c�jk
Endcase

where j�� � � � � jk is a non�empty subsequence of �� � � � � n �� � j� �

� � � � jk � n� and c�ji is either cji or a sub�plan of cji �

�� C is an arbitrary conditional plan of the form C � C�� � � � �Cn where
Ci is either a simple plan or a case plan then C� � C�

�� � � � �C
�
n where

C�
i is a sub�plan of Ci for � � i � n� �

De�nition ��� �Compact conditional plans� A conditional planC w�r�t�
�G� s� �where G is a goal and s is a state� is said to be compact if no sub�plan
of C achieves G from s� �

We now proceed towards de�ning minimal cost conditional plans� First�
we de�ne the unfolding of a conditional plan with respect to a complete
state� �Note that it is di�erent from unfolding a control module�� Intuitively
it is the sequence of actions that will be executed if the conditional plan is
executed in that situation� We then de�ne an ordering between conditional
plans which is based on comparing the cost of all the di�erent unfolding of
the two plans� We then use this ordering to de�ne minimal cost conditional
plans� The following three de�nitions formalize the above intuition�

De�nition ��
 �Unfolding of Conditional Plans� Let s be a complete
state� For a conditional plan C�

� If C is empty or just an action then Unfold�C� s� � C�

� If C is of the form c�� c�� then Unfold�C� s� �
append�Unfold�c�� s�� Unfold�c��#�Unfold�c�� s�� s���

� If c is case plan of the form given in De�nition �� then

�� if one of the pi��� � � � � pi�ni are true w�r�t� s then
Unfold�C� s� � Unfold�Ci� s�� or

�� if none of the pi��� � � � � pi�ni are true w�r�t� s then
Unfold�C� s� � ��� �

De�nition ��� �Ordering between Conditional Plans� Let S be a set
of complete states� and C� and C� be two conditional plans which achieve
G from a possibly incomplete state s� We say

�� C� �S�s C� if for all s� in S which is a complete extension of s�
cost�Unfold�C�� s

��� � cost�Unfold�C�� s
����

�� C� �S�s C� if C� �S�s C� and there exists a complete extension s� of s
such that cost�Unfold�C�� s

��� � cost�Unfold�C�� s
���� �

In the following� given a set of states S� s 
 S� and two plans achieving a
goal G from s� we write C� �S�s C� �or C� �S�s C�� i� C� �S��s C� �or
C� �S��s C�� where S

� is the set of complete states in S�

De�nition ��� �Minimal Cost Conditional Plans� Let S be a set of
states� A conditional plan C achieving G from a state s is called a minimal
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cost conditional plan �or minimal cost plan� achieving G from s if C is a
compact conditional plan w�r�t �G� s� and there exists no conditional plan
C � which achieves G from s such that C� �S�s C� �

We are now almost ready to state the su�ciency conditions� We �rst state
the completeness condition�

De�nition �� �Completeness An achievement control module M is said
to be complete w�r�t� a set of states S� if for each s in S there exists at least
one rule in M which is applicable in s� �

Recall that in Section ���� the soundness condition involved having an ar�
bitrary pre�x of the minimal cost plan in the RHS of control rules� Since
we are now dealing with conditional plans and incomplete states a straight
forward extension of the soundness condition in Section ��� does not work�
�Example ���� in Appendix C illustrates a counter example�� Instead of an
arbitrary pre�x� we need to consider a special pre�x � the sequence of ac�
tions of a plan until its �rst case plan� The next de�nition formally de�nes
this special pre�x of a plan�

De�nition ��� �Special pre�x of conditional plan� Given a conditional
plan C� the special pre�x of C� denoted by pref�C�� is de�ned inductively
as follows	

�� If C is the empty plan �� then pref�C� � ���

�� If C is an action a then pref�C� � a�

�� If C � a�� � � � � an�P where P is a case plan then pref�C� � a�� � � � � an�

�� If C � C��C� and C� does not contain a case plan then pref�C� �
pref�C��� pref�C���

� If C � C��C� and C� does contain a case plan then pref�C� �
pref�C��� �

Before de�ning soundness� we would like to de�ne the notion of knowledge�
preserving actions� which we use in the de�nition of soundness� Intuitively
we say an action �sensing on non�sensing� a is knowledge�preserving in a
state s� if by executing that actions we do not lose knowledge� I�e�� if a
�uent f has a truth value true or false in s� then after executing a the
truth value of f should not become unknown� Even though we do not have
specially designated knowledge losing actions� a simple non�sensing action
may some times result in the loss of knowledge� For example� consider a
state of the robot where the robot knows f to be true and does not know
the value of g� Suppose we have an action a which causes f to be false if
g is true� Now if the robot executes a� it will no longer know � through
its reasoning� but without sensing � what the value of f will be� This is
because in the real world g could be true� But the agent does not know one
way or other and hence can not be sure if f remains true after the execution
of a� or if f changes its value�

De�nition ��� �Knowledge�preserving actions and plans� We say that
an action a in an action theory A is knowledge�preserving in a state s if for
every ef�proposition of the form a causes f if p�� � � � � pn in A� either
p�� � � � � pn are all true w�r�t� s or at least one of them is false w�r�t� s�
Similarly for every k�proposition of the form
a determines f if p�� � � � � pn� in A� either p�� � � � � pn are all true w�r�t� s
or at least one of them is false w�r�t� s�
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We say P is a knowledge�preserving plan in a state s� and with respect
to a goal G� if during the execution of P in state s� for any intermediate
state s�� the action executed next is knowledge�preserving in s�� �

We now de�ne the soundness condition�

De�nition ��� �Soundness

�� A simple control rule r is said to be sound w�r�t� goal G and a set of
states S �or w�r�t� �G�S�� if for all s 
 S such that r is applicable in
s there exists a minimal cost �w�r�t �S�s� knowledge�preserving�� plan
C w�r�t �G� s� that achieves G from s and

�a� if s is an incomplete state then RHS � pref�C�� and

�b� if s is a complete state then the RHS of r is a nonempty pre�x of
pref�C��

�� A termination control rule r is said to be sound w�r�t� goal G and a
set of states S �or w�r�t� �G�S�� if its LHS satis�es G�

An achievement control moduleM is sound w�r�t� goal G and a set of states
S �or w�r�t� �G�S�� if each rule r 
M is sound w�r�t �G�S�� �

The following propositions lead us to the main result of this section� The
next proposition formalizes that by using only knowledge�preserving actions
the agent never looses knowledge� i�e� if it knows the truth value of a �uent
at an instant� it will continue knowing its truth value in future� although the
truth value may change� The Proposition ��� states that the special pre�x of
plans with case plans always have a sensing action� These two propositions
are used in proving the main theorem of this section that states that control
modules satisfying the su�ciency conditions are correct� The propositions
are used particularly in showing that the unfolding of a sound and complete
control module results in a �nite conditional plan�

Proposition ��� Consider an action theory A and a state s � hT� F i in
the language of A� Let a be an action that is knowledge�preserving in s�
Then� for every state s� � hT �� F �i in #�a� s� we have that if f 
 T �F then
f 
 T � � F ��

Proof� Follows directly from the de�nition of knowledge�preserving actions�
and the fact that the action a is knowledge�preserving in s� �

Proposition ��� Let S be a set of states and C be a compact conditional
plan that achieves G from s� If C contains a case plan and pref�P � is
knowledge�preserving in s then pref�P � contains a sensing action� and s is
an incomplete state�

Proof� In Appendix C� �

Theorem ��� Let A be an action theory� Consider a pair �M�S�� where
S is a set of �possibly incomplete� states� M is a control module �possibly
with sensing actions� sequential w�r�t� S� and S is closed w�r�t� M � Given
a goal G� if M is sound w�r�t� G and S and complete w�r�t� S then M

achieves G from S w�r�t� A�

��Only knowledge�preserving plans are considered and then the minimal cost criteria
is applied�
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Proof� In Appendix C� �

Using the above theorem we can now easily show that the control module
Open Door achieves the goal door open with respect to the causal rules of
Open Door� from all states where the truth value of door open is either true
or false�

We now give the sketch of an algorithm that uses Theorem ��� to con�
struct a control module that achieves a goal G from a set of states S�

Algorithm ���

Input	 Goal G� a set of states S� an action theory for the robot and
for the exogenous actions�

Output	 A Control Module M that achieves G from S�

Step �

M � fif G then HALTg�

Sin � fs� 	 s� is reachable from some state s in S by applying
sequences of exogenous actionsg�

and Sout � ��

Step � While Sin �� Sout

��� Pick a state s from Sin n Sout
��� Find a minimal cost knowledge�preserving plan�� P from s that

achieves G� Let a be the �rst action of P �

��� If P is a non�null plan and s � hfa�� � � � � ang� fb�� � � � � bmgi is in�
complete then
M �M�fif a�� � � � � an��b�� � � � ��bm� u�c��� � � � � u�ck� then pref�P �g�
�where c�� � � � � ck are the remaining �uents in our world�
else if P is a non�null plan and s is a complete state then M �
M � fif s then Ag�

��� Sin � Sin � �a�s � fs� 	 s� is reachable from �a�s by applying se�
quences of exogenous actionsg and
Sout � Sout � fsg�

Step � Merge control rules in M which have the same RHS and whose
LHS can be combined�

�

Proposition ��
 Given a goal G� a set of states S and an action theory
A if G is achievable from all states in Closure�S�A�A� through knowledge
preserving plans� then the above algorithm generates a control module M
such that M achieves G from Closure�S�M�A��

Proof��sketch�
We are assuming that our theory has exogenous actions that add knowl�
edge� Hence after initializing the closure in step � we compute it iteratively
in Step ���� In step ��� we add sound control rules for the state picked
from Sin� Since the algorithm terminates when Sin � Sout� the constructed
control module is also complete� Hence by Theorem ��� the algorithm com�
putes a control module that achieves the goal G from the set of states
Closure�S�M�A�� �

The complexity of the above algorithm also depends on the size of the
closure and the complexity of �nding conditional plans� One di�erence from

��We will need a modi�cation of the planners in �EHW���
 for constructing minimal
cost conditional plans�
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the previous algorithm is the fact that the number of states in the worst case
will be �n � where n is the number of �uents � if we use the approximate
theory of sensing in �BS��a�� It will be a much larger ��

n

if the more general
theories of sensing in �Moo�� SL��� LTM��� is used� It seems to us that
the conditional planner in �GW��� uses the theory of sensing in �BS��a��

� From theory to practice� Our robot in the

AAAI 
 contest

We participated�� in the AAAI �� robot navigation contest �KNH���� Our
team scored ��� points in the contest out of a total of ��� points and was
placed third� Our mobile robot entry was also in the �rst place in the �nals of
the home vacuuming contest in AAAI ��� In this section we brie�y discuss
the top level control of our mobile robot program that is directly related to
the theory discussed so far� A more detailed account of our robot entries is
presented in �BFH�����

In the AAAI �� robot navigation contest �KNH��� robots were given a
topological map of an o�ce like environment and were required to achieve
a particular navigational task� In particular the robot was required�� to
start from the directors o�ce� �nd if conference room � was available �i�e��
empty�� if not� then �nd if conference room � was available� if either was
empty� then inform professor�� professor� and the director about a meeting
in that room� otherwise inform the professors and the director that the
meeting would be at the director�s o�ce� and �nally return to the director�s
o�ce� Robots were required to do all this without hitting any obstacle� and
without changing the availability status of the conference rooms�

Our top�level module was a control module of the kind described in
Section ��� Its reactive structure was geared towards gracefully recovering
from breakdowns which can be modeled as exogenous actions� Following
was our top�level control module	

if �visit conf � then go to conf���
if at conf���� u�avail���� then sense avail���
if at conf�����avail��� then go to conf���
if at conf���� avail�����visit prof��� then go to prof���
if at conf���� u�avail���� then sense avail���
if at conf���� avail�����visit prof��� then go to prof���
if at conf�����avail�����visit prof��� then go to prof���
if at prof�����visit prof��� then go to prof���
if at prof�����back to director then go to director

if back to director then HALT

We constructed the above control module manually� But we were able
to use extensions of the theory described in the previous section to verify
the correctness of our control module� The reason we needed to extend the
theory of the previous sections was because in our theory� goals are a set
of �uents� To express the goal of this control module we needed additional
expressibility using temporal and knowledge operators�

We now give a declarative representation of the required goal in the
AAAI �� contest in an extension of the language FMITL �First�order met�

��Other active members of our team were David Morales� Monica Nogueira� and Luis
Floriano� We were also assisted by Alfredo Gabaldon�RichardWatson� DaraMorganstein
and Glen Hutton�

��To focus on the main point we have simpli�ed the real requirement a little bit�
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ric interval temporal logic� �BK���� Our extension allows speci�cation of
knowledge� The meaning of various operators and atoms in the following
speci�cations are	 Ka means a is known to be true� avail��� means con�
ference room � is available� informedprof���� means professor � has been
informed that the meeting will be in conference room �� �f means always
f is true� �f means eventually f is true� and at�dir� means the robot is at
the directors o�ce�

�Kavail��� �K�avail�����
�K�avail���� �Kavail��� �K�avail������
�Kavail���� �informedprof�����
informedprof���� � informeddirector������
��Kavail��� �K�avail���� � �informedprof�����
informedprof���� � informeddirector������
��K�avail��� �K�avail���� � �informedprof��dir��
informedprof��dir� � informeddirector�dir����
�Xavail�X� � �avail�X��
�clear from obstacle� ��at�dir�

Extending our de�nition of correctness �in De�nition ���� to such goals is
straight forward� We just need to check that the unfoldings satisfy the goal�
Due to temporal operators in the goal the trajectory of the states becomes
as important as the the �nal state� Because of this our su�ciency conditions
and the automatic construction algorithm based on them are not directly
applicable� One of our future goals is to �nd algorithms to automatically
generate control modules for complex goals with knowledge and temporal
operators�

 Related Work

In this section we relate our approach and results in this paper to other
related work� In particular we compare our work with earlier research on
universal plans� situation control rules� robot execution languages� and agent
theories and architectures�


�� Universal plans and situation control rules

Control modules as formulated in this paper have similarities with univer�
sal plans �Sch��� and triangle tables �Nil�� in the sense that for a set of
situations they specify what the robot should do in each situation� The key
di
erence is that Universal plans �Sch��� Sch��b� Sch��a� Sch��b� prescribe
what actions need to be executed in each possible situation� In contrast our
control modules only consider the closure of a given set of initial states� If
we consider the initial set of states to be the set of most likely states that
the robot might be initially in� and the action theory about the exogenous
actions to encode the most likely exogenous actions that may occur� then
the closure is the set of states the robot is most likely to be in� This set of
states could be fairly small compared to the set of all possible states� An�
other important aspect is that when de�ning the closure we are very careful
in considering states reached from the initial state through the actions of the
robot� Since the robot has control of its own actions� we don�t need to con�
sider all possible states that can be reached by some arbitrary sequence of
the robot�s actions� We only need to consider those sequence of actions that
are dictated by the control module� For these reasons� the concept of closure
and its �xpoint construction � described in section ��� � are important�
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In contrast to the approach in universal plans� which is sometimes criti�
cized for its intractability �Gin��� JB������ our control modules are carefully
selected subset �the closure� of the universal plan� which gives reactivity to
the robot� Our view is that� to act in rare situations not in this carefully
selected set� the robot can make a plan in real time to one of the set in the
closure �not necessarily only to situations satisfying the goal�� as the robot
knows how to go from there to a situation satisfying the goal conditions�

The su�ciency conditions about our control modules guarantee the cor�
rectness of the control module � thus strengthening the results in �Sch���
Dru���� In particular	

� Schoppers in Section ��� of �Sch��� says� !Universal plans not only
anticipate every possible situations in a domain but actually prescribe
an action for every initial state� more over the prescribed action is
usually optimal�
In our formulation the prescribed action is optimal�

� Drummond in �Dru��� says� !sound SCRs guarantee that local execu�
tion choices always lead to possible goal achievement"�
In our formulation� local execution choices always lead to goal achieve�
ment�

Drummond and his colleagues� later work �DB��� DBS��� has a lot in
commonwith our approach here� In �DB���� they present an algorithm
for incremental control rule synthesis� In �DBS���� they present an
algorithm for building robust schedules that takes a nominal schedule
and builds contingent schedules for anticipated errors� They validate
their algorithm experimentally in a real telescope scheduling domain�
But in these works they do not have a formal correctness result about
their algorithms� In this paper� our notion of closure� our notion of an
action theory for exogenous actions� and our notion of correctness with
respect to the closure� precisely formulates their idea of �contingent
schedules for anticipated errors�� Moreover our algorithms guarantedly
construct correct control modules� and we also experimentally validate
our approach in the domain of a mobile robot in an o�ce environment

Wemust note that the use of shortest plans by Jonsson and Backstorm in
constructing universal plans in the proof of Theorem �� in �JB��� is similar
to the minimal cost condition in our de�nition of soundness of control rules�
Our initial research and �JB��� were done independently around the same
time� The minimal cost condition is of course more general than the shortest
path condition�

Kaelbling and Rosenschein �KR��� RK�� were one of the early re�
searchers working on �situated agents� who were also interested in �rep�
resentation�� and any formal connection between them� In �KR���� they say
that in a control rule �if p�� � � � � pn then a�� the action a� must be the action
that leads to the goal� In this paper we formalized what it means by �an
action leading to a goal�� One of the main di�erence between the approach
in �KR��� and here in terms of automatic construction of control modules is

��Ginsberg in �Gin��
 argues that almost all �interesting universal plans take an infea�
sibly large amount of space� Jonsson and Backstorm �JB��
 formally show that universal
plans which run in polynomial time and are of polynomial size can not satisfy the con�
dition that � if the problem has a solution� then the universal plan will �nd a solution
in a �nite number of steps� On the other hand Schoppers in �Sch��� Sch�	
 shows why
the expected state�space explosion in Universal plans does not happen in many realis�
tic domains where the �uents are often not independent of each other� Another formal
treatment of universal plans is done in �Sel��
�
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that in �KR��� control rules are obtained not from action theories �as in this
paper� but from a hierarchical description of how to achieve the goal� In
other words while this paper is based on the STRIPS approach to planning�
the approach in �KR��� is based on the HTN approach to planning�

In �Nil���� Nilsson presents a formalism for computing and organizing
actions for autonomous agents in dynamic environments� His condition
actions rules are similar to our control rules� and he also allows hierarchy of
control programs� Nilsson says that his presentation of control programs is
informal as he believes that formalization is best done after a certain amount
of experience has been obtained� After working with mobile robots� this
paper is our attempt at formalization of control programs� Also although
we did not stress on it earlier� as in �Nil��� we allow variables in control
rules� for example in the control module Goto elevator ��

Recently Sa�oti et al �SKR�� formalize the notion of correctness of
control modules which use multi�valued logic to take into account uncer�
tainty of the environment and sensor noise� We do not take into account
these concerns and as a result our approach is not as adequate for low
level control of robots in certain environments� On the other hand� they do
not consider exogenous actions� and more important� they do not give any
su�ciency conditions for correctness� nor any procedure to automatically
construct control modules�

Finally in this paper we do not use any speci�c action theory� and avoid
the debate about which action theory is better� rather we use an abstract
�entailment relation�� Because of this� our formulation need not change with
more sophisticated action theories�


�� Reactive planning and Program synthesis

Recently there has been some proposals �GK��� KBSD��� DKKN�� about
automatic construction of control rules inspired by research in program ver�
i�cation and synthesis and operations research� In �KBSD���� an algorithm
to generate control rules for goals given in a temporal logic is given� Two
major contributions of this work are that it considers deadlines� and it al�
lows general temporal goals that can specify cyclic behaviors� In �DKKN���
transitions between states are represented as Markov processes� and goals
are speci�ed using reward functions� and policy iteration algorithms from
Operations Research are used to construct control rules� Our approach
di�ers from the approach in �KBSD��� DKKN�� and the approaches men�
tioned in the program veri�cation and synthesis literature �for example�
�Eme��� EC��� PR���� in that we separate agent actions from exogenous
actions and do not combine them� Also we insist on developing �su�ciency�
conditions for the correctness of individual control rules� The formulations
in �KBSD��� DKKN�� and the ones mentioned in �Eme��� only deal with
the correctness of a control module as a whole� It is important to consider
correctness of individual control rules� because often we learn �or we are
told� a particular control rule in isolation� and we need to satisfy ourselves
that it is correct by itself� regardless of the rest of the control rules� Also
our methodology allows us to upgrade a control module by simply adding
additional correct rules for new states that need to be taken care of� In case
of �KBSD��� DKKN��� simply adding new rules may not be always enough
to upgrade a module and extra care is needed to avoid getting into the kind
of cycles present in the module Goto elevator � from Section �� Finally we
consider sensing actions which are not considered in �KBSD��� DKKN���
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and we use AI methodologies such as �planning� which is not considered in
the program reasoning approaches described in �Eme��� EC��� PR����


�� Agent theories and architectures

Our approach in this paper has been to use action theories to formalize
correctness of agents whose control is represented as an hierarchy of control
modules� and to develop methods to construct such control modules� There
has been a lot of work on agents� some of which are directly based on action
theories� In the following subsection we brie�y discuss this research and
compare them to our work�

The Cognitive Robotics group at the University of Toronto have devel�
oped several robot execution languages� GOLOG �alGOl in LOGic� �LLL����
LRL����� CONGOLOG �LLL��� DGLL���� and R �Lev��� to specify the
execution program of a robot� GOLOG allows speci�cation of complex
actions as macros and has constructs such as	 conditional statements� non�
deterministic choice of actions and action arguments� non�deterministic it�
erations� recursive procedures� etc� A GOLOG program when executed
uses an extended version of situation calculus to simulate the changes in
the world so as to decide on the executability of an action before actually
executing it� and also to decide which branch to take when faced with a
conditional statement� The group at Toronto have developed several inter�
preters of GOLOG� mainly written in PROLOG� The o��line interpreter
veri�es the executability conditions� evaluates the conditions in the condi�
tional statements� and makes choices at the non�deterministic choice points�
before actually executing the program� The correctness of a GOLOG pro�
gram with respect to a goal can be veri�ed by adding a special action at
the end of the program and setting its executability condition as the goal�
The similarity between �LRL���� and our approach is that both formalize
a notion of correctness of complex robot execution programs� Note that
in our approach a control module may be considered as a complex robot
execution program� Besides this similarity� there are several di�erences���
GOLOG allows non�deterministic actions� and recursive procedures while
we do not� On the other hand GOLOG does not consider exogenous ac�
tions� does not allow sensing actions and hence is not suitable for an agent
in an environment where changes beyond the control of the robot may oc�
cur� This means that not only it is not reactive� but also that it can not
do deliberative reasoning based on observations about the dynamic world�
All the above criticisms are also applicable to R which does allow sens�
ing actions� CONGOLOG �LLL��� �the most recent version appears in
�DGLL���� is an extension of GOLOG that allows concurrent execution
with priorities and interrupts that are very much like control rules� But it
does not allow sensing actions and its simulated account of exogenous action
may not match the real world� Finally while GOLOG� CONGOLOG and
R are more structured� their focus is not about the automatic construction
of robot programs� which is one of our main concerns� The simple structure
of our language makes it easier for us to automatically construct programs
in our language�

Recently in �GRS���� a notion of �execution monitoring� has been added
to GOLOG� With execution monitoring their robot can now observe the
world and make plans to recover from states reached due to exogenous

��These di�erences are dynamic in the sense that the research in Toronto is ongoing
and they are already working on many of the aspects we discuss�
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actions from where the original GOLOG program is no longer executable�
Although such robots can now deal with exogenous actions� they are still not
reactive �as planning to recover may take substantial time�� Moreover the
approach in �GRS��� can not take advantage of �opportunities�� that may
be sometimes provided by exogenous actions� But both these shortcomings
can be easily avoided by incorporating some kind of execution monitoring
to CONGOLOG� Still these extensions do not consider special sensing or
sensing actions���

Many theories of actions �including GOLOG and CONGOLOG� do
not allow speci�cation of observations and execution of exogenous actions�
Hence they are not able to adequately capture dynamic worlds� Recently
some action theories have been proposed �PR��� MS��� BGP��� GRS���
that allow speci�cation of observations and action executions� These theo�
ries are adequate to represent dynamic worlds� In �BGP���� an architecture
for autonomous agents in a dynamic world has been given� This architecture
can be used to make plans from the current situation � thus taking into ac�
count changes that happened since the last plan was constructed� A similar
architecture is also suggested in �Kow��� although without a detailed the�
ory of action� But the architectures in �Kow�� BGP��� are not appropriate
for a reactive agent� This is because they plan and reason while the agent is
acting in the world� and the agent in the dynamic world does not normally
have enough time to plan and reason while acting� But under rare circum�
stances when the agent�s reactive mechanism fails� these approaches may be
used as a backup� The approach in �GEW���� which also does planning and
execution in real time will not be reactive and not normally appropriate for
an agent that needs to react quickly� particularly in the presence of exoge�
nous actions� Wagner in �Wag��� and Li and Pereira �LP��� propose to use
both action theories and reaction rules to develop agents that are both re�
active and deliberative� But they do not consider correctness aspect of the
reactive part� do not allow sensing actions� and do not consider automatic
generation of the reactive part�

Finally most work on universal plans and control programs have not
considered sensing actions together with a formal theory of knowledge� One
of the exceptions is �Sch��� In page ��� of that paper Schoppers discusses
how his work bridges the gap between research in reasoning about knowl�
edge and action� research in plan modi�cation that veri�ed progress dur�
ing plan execution� and research in situated agency with execution�time
sensing� The formal results about correctness and automatic construction
of control rules with sensing actions in this paper augment the results of
�Sch��� In our formulation where we use sensing actions� we greatly ben�
e�ted from �Moo�� SL��� EHW���� Lev��� GEW��� GW���� The main
focus in these papers is how to proceed towards achieving a goal in the
presence of incomplete knowledge about the world� The necessity of con�
ditional plans and knowledge producing actions for planning in presence of
incomplete information was discussed in �EHW���� KOG��� PS��� Sch��a��
An initial logical account of knowledge producing actions was given in
�Moo��� Moo��� Moo�� and later expanded in �SL���� Recently Levesque
�Lev��� used the theory in �SL��� to formalize correctness of conditional
plans in the presence of incomplete information� The formalization of knowl�
edge producing actions �BS��a� that we use in this paper is weaker but
simpler than the formalization in �SL����

�	We are aware of some recent works on adding sensing to GOLOG that will be dis�
cussed in the ���� AAAI Fall symposium� We defer talking about them until they appear
in print�
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�� Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper we formulate the correctness of reactive control modules �with
or without sensing actions� with respect to a set of initial states� an action
theory for the agents actions� an action theory for the exogenous actions
in the environment� and a goal� One important aspect of our formula�
tion� which is di�erent from other related formulations in the literature
�KBSD��� DKKN��� is that we exclude exogenous actions while de�ning
the correctness with respect to a single state but take them into account in
determining the the set of states the agent may get into�

We then give su�ciency conditions for the correctness of both individual
control rules and control modules as a whole and use them to develop an
algorithm to automatically construct correct control modules when given a
goal� a set of initial states and action theories of the agent and the environ�
ment� Some of the directions we would like to extend our work are	

� We would like to consider goals that not only de�ne the �nal state� but
also constrain the trajectory used to reach that �nal state� We would
also like to consider the speci�cation of knowledge in our goals� To rep�
resent these kind of extended goals we will need temporal and knowl�
edge operators� �Such operators are used by Schoppers in �Sch����
Although our formulation of correctness can be easily generalized to
such goals� we do not currently know what kind of su�ciency condi�
tions we will need and how to extend our algorithms for such goals�

� We would like to extend our approach to go beyond a single agent �in
a dynamic world� to a collection of multiple co�operative agents� and
formalize the correctness of a set of control modules corresponding to
a set of co�operative agents� Although CONGOLOG �DGLL��� is such
a formalism we would like to further allow exogenous actions and also
look for automatic control module generation algorithms�

� We would like to further investigate the relation between our approach
and the probabilistic approach in �DKKN�� and the multi�valued logic
based approach in �SKR��� In the former we would like to study the
connection between lack of knowledge expressed through POMDPs
�partially observable Markov decision processes� and through logics of
knowledge� As regards to the later� Sa�oti et al formulate the correct�
ness of fuzzy control modules in the absence of exogenous actions� We
would like to extend their work to include the possibility of exogenous
actions� and also would like to develop algorithms that will generate
control modules based on multi�valued logic�

� We would like to consider horizontal and vertical combination of con�
trol modules� For example� we need horizontal combination of control
modules to achieve the conjunction �or disjunction� of their goals� For
quicker reactive behavior we may need vertical merging and elimina�
tion of levels of modules� where an action in a higher level module
is de�ned by another control module� We would also like to consider
our reactive module as an robot execution language and compare its
expressibility with languages such as GOLOG and CONGOLOG�

� Finally the approach in this paper� where a control module is expected
to be correct only w�r�t� a set of states �not all possible states�� leads
to an agent architecture where the agent uses the control module as a
cache �similar to the idea in �Sch��a�� where reactions to a collection
of important� or most plausible states � referred to as accounted�for
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states � are computed o��line and stored and when the agent gets into
one of the rare unaccounted�for states� it makes an on�line plan to get
to one of the accounted�for states �not just to the goal�� from where it
knows what to do� We plan to experimentally investigate this approach
in further detail� in particular in �nding how to decide which states
should be accounted for� and in looking for planning algorithms that
take advantage of the broader goal of reaching one of the accounted�for
states�
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Appendix A � Existence of unique closure

In the following we will prove that given S� M � and A there exists a unique
set of states which is the closure of S w�r�t� M and A� We �rst prove two
lemmas which lead to this proposition�

Lemma ���� For any set of states S� control module M � and action theory
A� the function TM�A which is de�ned by�

TM�A�S�X� � S �X �RA�S�X� �RM�S�X�

where�

RA�S�X� � fRes�a� s� � s 
 X� a is a action in A that can occur
independent of the robotg� and

RM�S�X� � f�RHS�s � s 
 X� if LHS then RHS is a rule in M �
LHS is satis�ed in s and �RHSs is de�ned g
is monotonic�

Proof� It is easy to see that if S� � S� then
RA�S�S�� � RA�S�S�� and
RM�S�S�� � RM�S�S���
Hence�
TM�A�S�S�� � S�S��RA�S�S���RM�S�S�� � S�S��RA�S�S���RM�S�S�� �
TM�A�S�S���
Therefore� TM�A�S is monotonic� �

Lemma ���� For any set of states S� control module M � and action theory
A� if S� is a closure of S w�r�t� M and A then S� is a �xpoint of the function
TM�A�S de�ned in Lemma �����

Proof� From the de�nition of TM�A�S we have that
TM�A�S�S�� � S � S� �RA�S�S�� �RM�S�S���
Hence� S� � TM�A�S�S���
On the other hand� by De�nition ����
S � S��
RA�S�S

�� � S� and
RM�S�S�� � S��



��

It implies that TM�A�S�S�� � S � S� �RA�S�S�� �RM�S�S�� � S��
Hence� TM�A�S�S�� � S��
In other words� S� is a �xpoint of TM�A�S � �

We now prove the proposition which states that the closure of S w�r�t�
M and A is unique�

Proposition 
�� For any set of states S� control module M � and action
theory A� there exists a unique set of states which is the closure of S w�r�t�
M and A� �

Proof� Let TM�A�S be the function de�ned in Lemma ����� Since TM�A�S is
monotonic �Lemma ������ TM�A�S has a unique least �xpoint� Let us denote
the least �xpoint of TM�A�S by lfp�TM�A�S �� From the de�nition of TM�A�S

it is clear that

� S � lfp�TM�A�S �� and

� If s 
 lfp�TM�A�S � and a is an action in A that can occur independent
of the robot then Res�a� s� 
 RA�S�lfp�TM�A�S �� � lfp�TM�A�S �� and

� if s 
 lfp�TM�A�S � and there exist a rule in M whose LHS is satis�
�ed by s and �RHS�s is de�ned then �RHS�s 
 RM�S�lfp�TM�A�� �
lfp�TM�A�S ��

Thus lfp�TM�A�S � satis�es the three conditions �i���iii� in the De�nition ����

From the fact that every closure of S w�r�t� M and A is a �xpoint of
TM�A�S �Lemma ����� we can conclude that lfp�TM�A�S � is a minimal set
of states that satis�es the three conditions �i���iii� in the De�nition ���� In
other words� lfp�TM�A�S � is the unique closure of S w�r�t� M and A� �

Appendix B � Proofs in Section ���

In this section we prove Theorem ��� from Section ���� First we start with
some notations�

We use a cost function whose domain is a ��tuple of two states �the initial
state and the �nal state� and a plan and whose range is a positive integer�
Intuitively by cost�s� s�� P � � n� we mean that n is the cost of executing P
in state s to reach state s�� When P is a single action� we require the cost
function to satisfy the following conditions	

� � � cost�s� s�� a� �� if s� � Res�a� s�� and

� cost�s� s�� a� is unde�ned if s� �� Res�a� s��

Given a cost function cost of A� the cost function from a state s to a state
s� by means of a plan Q � a  P is de�ned inductively as follows	

� cost�s� s� ��� � �� and

� cost�s� s�� Q� � cost�s� �a�s� a�  cost��a�s� s�� P �� and

� cost�s� s�� Q� is unde�ned if s� �� �Q�s�

A plan P is called a minimal cost plan from s to s� if

cost�s� s�� P � � minfcost�s� s�� P � 	 �P �s � s�g�

If P is a plan which achieves G from s then we de�ne cost�s�G� P � �
cost�s� �P �s� P �� A plan P is called a minimal cost plan which achieves G
from a state s if

cost�s�G� P � � minfcost�s�G� P �� 	 P � achieves G from sg�

The following lemmas are useful in proving this theorem�



�

Lemma 
�
 Let M be a sound and complete control module w�r�t� �G�S��
Then� for every s 
 S if the rule if LHS then RHS is applicable in s and
P is a minimal cost plan that achieves G from s such that P � RHS  Q
then Q is a minimal cost plan that achieves G from �RHS�s�

Proof� Let s� � �RHS�s� Assume the contrary� i�e�� Q is not a minimal
cost plan from s� to G� That means� there exists a plan L which achieves
G from s� with cost�s�� G� L� � cost�s�� G�Q��
Since L is a plan achieving G from s�� P � � RHS  L is a plan achieving
G from s� Furthermore� cost�s�G� P �� � cost�s� s�� RHS�  cost�s�� G� L� �
cost�s� s�� RHS�  cost�s�G�Q� � cost�s�G� P �� This implies that P is not
a minimal cost plan achieving G from s� This contradicts our assumption�
Hence� Q is a minimal cost plan that achieves G from �RHS�s� �

Lemma 
�� If M is sequential w�r�t� a set of states S and is sound and
complete w�r�t� a goal G and S then UM �s� is �nite for s 
 S�

Proof� Let
S� � fs 
 S 	 all rules applicable in s are termination control rules g�
S� � fs 
 S 	 there exists a simple control rule inM which is applicable

in sg� and
S� � S n �S� � S���

It is easy to see that S�� S�� S� are pairwise disjoint�

Since M is complete w�r�t �G�S�� S� � ��

We will prove the lemma by contradiction�
Let us assume that UM �s� is in�nite for some s 
 S�

By De�nition ���� UM �s� � �� for s 
 S�� Hence� s 
 S��

Since M is sequential� there is only one rule that is applicable in s� Let
� be the RHS of that rule and s� � ���s�

Since UM �s� � �  UM ����s�� UM �s�� must then be in�nite and as a
result s� must belong to the set S��

Similarly we can prove that there exists an in�nite sequence of states
s� � s� s�� � � � � such that for � � i

�� si 
 S�� and

�� UM�si� is in�nite� and

�� si�� � ��i�si where �i is the RHS of all rules applicable in si�
Since M is sequential� the RHS of all rules applicable in si is the
same� Thus if the rule if LHSi then RHSi is applicable in si then
�i � RHSi�

Since S� is �nite there exists a number � � k such that si �
 fs�� � � � � si��g
for i � k and sk 
 fs�� � � � � sk��g�

Without loss of generality we can assume that sk � st for some � � t �

k�
Because M is sound there are minimal cost plans Pi � RHSi Qi from si
to G for �t � i � k��
Since Qi is a minimal cost plan from si�� to G �Lemma ���� we have

cost�st�i��� G�Qt�i� � cost�st�i��� st�i��� RHSt�i��� 
cost�st�i��� G�Qt�i���

for �� � i � k� and

cost�st� G�Qk� � cost�st� st��� RHSt�  cost�st��� G�Qt�
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So we have

kX

i�t

cost�si� G�Qi� �
kX

i�t

cost�si� si��� RHSi�  
kX

i�t

cost�si� G�Qi�

where sk�� � st� Hence�

kX

i�t

cost�si� si��� RHSi� � �

which contradicts the fact that cost�si� si��� RHSi� � � for every i because
�RHSi�si � si��� So our assumption is incorrect� Thus UM �s� is �nite for
every s 
 S�

�

Theorem 
�� Let A be an action theory� Consider a pair �M�S�� where
S is a set of complete states� M is a simple control module sequential w�r�t�
S� and S is closed w�r�t� M and A� Given a goal G� if M is sound w�r�t�
G and S and complete w�r�t� S then M achieves G from S w�r�t� A�

Proof� Let x be a state in S� Since M is sequential� UM�x� � RHS� 
RHS�  � � � where RHSi�� is the right hand side of the rule which is ap�
plicable in �RHS�  � � � RHSi�x� From Lemma ��� we have that UM �x� is
�nite� Furthermore� aMF is not contained in any RHS of rules in M � Hence
the last action in UM �x� is not aMF � We now prove inductively over jUM�x�j�
the number of actions in UM�x�� that the state x� � �UM�x��x satis�es G�

� Base case� jUM �x�j � ��
It implies that the right hand side of all rules applicable in x is HALT�
Let r be a termination control rule if LHS then HALT in M which
is applicable in x�
Because M is sound w�r�t �G�S�� G is satis�ed by LHS�
Since r is applicable in x� LHS is satis�ed in x�
This means� G is satis�ed by x too�
Because x� � ��x � �UM �x��x� the base case is proved� �i�

� Inductive case� Assuming that �UM�x��x satis�es G for all x 
 S� when
jUM�x�j � n� we now prove that �UM�z��z satis�es G for all z 
 S� when
jUM�z�j � n ��
Since M is sequential� we can assume that the right hand side of all
rules which are applicable in z is RHS�
Since jUM�z�j � �� RHS is not HALT�
Hence� � � jRHSj�
Consider the state y � �RHS�z�
It follows from UM �z� � RHS UM �y� and � � jRHSj that jUM�y�j �
n�
Hence by inductive hypothesis G is satis�ed in �UM �y��y�
Since �UM �z��z � �RHSUM �z��z � �UM �y��y� G is satis�ed in �UM�z��z�
The inductive case is proved� �ii�

From �i���ii�� we can conclude that �UM�x��x satis�es G for all x 
 S�
Hence M achieves the goal G from S w�r�t� A� �
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Appendix C� Proofs of lemmas and theorems

in Section �

Before proving the propositions and theorems of the section we present
an example which shows that a simple soundness condition for the control
modules � similar to the one in De�nition ��� � is not su�cient for control
modules with sensing actions�

Example �
�� Consider a domain description A with the following action

����� do c causes c

����� do c� causes �c
�� s a determines a if c

�� s b determines b if �c
��� a� causes f if a

��� a� causes f if �a
��� b� causes f if b

�� b� causes f if �b

where the number in the parenthesis at the beginning of each line is the
cost assigned to the action describing in the same line�

Let M be the following control module�

if �c� u�a�� u�b���f then do c

if c� u�a�� u�b���f then do c�

if b��f then b�
if a��b��f then a�
if �a��b��f then a�
if u�a���b��f then b�
if a� u�b���f then a�
if �a� u�b���f then a�
if f then HALT

We have S as the set of states where f is either true or false� and at
least one other �uent has a truth value true or false�

It is easy to check that the control moduleM satis�es the condition that
for each s 
 S there exists a rule in M which is applicable in s� In other
words� M is complete w�r�t S�

We now show that for each rule if LHS then RHS in M there exists
a minimal cost plan achieving f whose �rst action is RHS� This is easy to
check for the last seven rules ����

Consider the �rst rule� there are two compact conditional plans that
achieves f from h�� fc� fgi� They are	

C� � do c�
s a

Case
a � a�
�a � a�
Endcase

and

C� � s b

Case
b � b�
�b � b�
Endcase



��

SinceCost�Unfold�C�� f�c� a� bg� � ��� andCost�Unfold�C�� f�c� a� bg� �
� we have that C� ��S�f�cg C��

Similarly because Cost�Unfold�C�� f�c� a��bg� � ��� and
Cost�Unfold�C�� f�c� a��bg� � �� we have that C� ��S�f�cg C��

Thus both plans C� and C� are minimal cost plans achieving f from
h�� fc� fgi ����

This means that there exists a minimal cost plan achieving f with the
�rst action is the RHS of the �rst rule�

Similarly we can show that the two plans

D� � do c��
s b

Case
b � b�
�b � b�
Endcase

and

D� � s a

Case
a � a�
�a � a�
Endcase

are two minimal cost plans achieving f from hfcg� ffgi ����

Thus for each control rule r in M there exists a minimal cost plan that
achieves f from the state satisfying the LHS of r whose �rst action is the
RHS of r �because ���������

However� the control module M containing these two rules will not
achieve f from every possible state which is not empty because
UM �hfcg� ffgi� and UM �h�� fc� fgi� are in�nite� �

We now prove the propositions and theorems in Section � In the fol�
lowing by C or Ci we denote a conditional plan�

Lemma �
�� Let C be a compact conditional plan w�r�t �G� s�� Then� C
is empty or C starts with an action�

Proof� The lemma is trivial if C is empty� Consider the case C is not
empty� Then C can be represented as the sequence C�� � � � �Ck� where Ci�s
are either non�empty sequences of actions or are case plans� We will show
that C� is a sequence of actions�

Assuming the contrary� C� is a case plan of the form
Case
p���� � � � � p��m�

� c�
���
pn��� � � � � pn�mn

� cn
Endcase

Since fp���� � � � � p��m�
g� � � � � fpn��� � � � � pn�mn

g are mutually exclusive� there
exists at most one i such that s satis�es pi��� � � � � pi�mi

� In that case� the
sub�plan C� � ci�C�� � � � �Ck achieves G from s� Otherwise the sub�plan
C � � C�� � � � �Ck achieves G from s� In both cases� it contradicts the fact
that C is a compact conditional plan w�r�t �G� s�� Hence C� is a sequence
of actions� Because C� is not empty� the lemma is proved� �



��

Proposition ��� Let S be a set of states and C be a compact conditional
plan that achieves G from s� If C contains a case plan and pref�P � is
knowledge�preserving in s then

�� pref�P � contains a sensing action and

�� s is an incomplete state�

Proof� From Lemma ���� we know that C starts with an action �or a
sequence of actions�� Hence� it is easy to see that C has the following form

C � C��
Case
s� � C�

���
sn � Cn

Endcase
D

where C� is a sequence of actions and D is a conditional plan�

We �rst prove that fs�� � � � � sng � #�C�� s�� Assume the contrary� i�e��
#�C�� s� does not contain si for some si 
 fs�� � � � � sng� Then

C� � C��
Case
s� � C�

���
si�� � Ci��

si�� � Ci��

sn � Cn

Endcase
D

is a sub�plan of C which achieves G from s� This contradicts our as�
sumption that C is compact conditional plan for �G� s��

We now prove that C� contains a sensing action� Assume the contrary�
i�e�� C� does not contain a sensing action� By Proposition ���� j#�C��j � ��
Without loss of generality� we can assume that #�C�� � fs�g� Again� the
sub�plan C� � C��C��D of C achieves G from s which contradicts the fact
that C is a compact conditional plan for �G� s�� Hence C� contains a sensing
action�

We now prove that s is an incomplete state� Again� we prove by contra�
diction� Assume that s is a complete state�

Let C� � a�� � � � � al� � � � � an and al be the �rst sensing action in C�� It is
easy to see that #�a�� � � � � al��� s� � #�a�� � � � � al� s�� Hence the plan

C� � a�� � � � � al��� al��� � � � � an�
Case
s� � C�

���
sn � Cn

Endcase
D

achieves the goal G from s� This contradicts the fact that C is compact
conditional plan for �G� s� too� Hence our assumption is incorrect� i�e�� s is
not a complete state� �



�

Theorem ��� Let A be an action theory� Consider a pair �M�S�� where S
is a set of �possibly incomplete� states� and M is a control module �possibly
with sensing actions� sequential w�r�t� S and S is closed w�r�t� M � Given
a goal G� if M is sound w�r�t� G and S and complete w�r�t� S then M

achieves G from S w�r�t� A�

Proof� To prove the Theorem we will show that UM �s� is �nite� does not
end with aFM and for all f in G� j� holds�f�#�UM �s�� s�� for every s 
 S�

It is easy to see that S can be divided in three disjoint subsets
S� � fs 
 S 	 every rule inM which is applicable in s is a termination

control rule g�
S� � fs 
 S 	 there exists a simple control rule r in M which is

applicable in sg� and
S� � S n �S� � S���

Because of M is complete and sound w�r�t G and S� S� � ��

It is easy to see that for each s 
 S�� all rules if LHS then RHS

which are applicable in s are termination rules� Hence� UM �s� � ���
Furthermore� because LHS satis�es G �De�nition ����� the empty plan
achieves G from s� Thus for all f in G� j� holds�f�#�UM �s�� s�� ����

Also because of the empty plan is the minimal cost plan achieving G
from a state s if s satis�es G� we can easily conclude that s 
 S� if s
satis�es G� ���

We will now prove that UM �s� is �nite� does not end with aFM � and for
all f in G� j� holds�f�#�UM �s�� s�� for s 
 S�� There are two cases	

�� �s is complete�	 The proof is then similar to the proof of Theorem ���
and therefore is omitted here�

�� �s is incomplete�	 Since M is sound w�r�t� G and S� there exists a
minimal cost plan C which achieves G from s and pref�C� � RHS�

Because of Proposition ���� if C does not contain a case plan� then
RHS � C� Thus for all s� in #�RHS� s�� s� satis�es G� i�e�� s� 
 S�
�because of ����� Hence� UM �s�� � �� for s� 
 #�RHS� s�� By de�nition
of UM � we can conclude that UM �s� � RHS� Hence� UM �s� is �nite
and for all f 
 G� j� holds�f�#�UM �s�� s��� ���

We now need to show that if C contains a case plan� UM�s� is �nite�
does not end with aFM � and for all f 
 G�
j� holds�f�#�UM �s�� s���

Since C is a minimal cost plan w�r�t� �G� s�� RHS � pref�C� con�
tains a sensing action �Proposition ����� It implies that for all s� 

#�RHS� s�� s � s����

If UM �s� is in�nite then there exists a state s� 
 #�RHS� s� such that
UM�s�� is in�nite� It implies that s� 
 S� too and there exists at least
one rule r which is applicable in s� whose RHS contains a sensing
action �because ���������

Thus we can conclude that if UM �s� is in�nite then there exists a
sequence of states k� � s� k�� � � � � kt� � � � such that ki 
 S�� ki 

#�RHSi��� ki��� and UM �ki� is in�nite for every i� i � � where if LHSi then RHSi
is a control rule that is applicable in ki�
Since S� is �nite� there exists some i and j� i � j such that ki � kj�
Let ki � hTi� Fii for i � �� �� � � �� From Proposition ��� we have that

��It means that if s � hT�F i and s � hT �� F �i then T � F � T � � F ��



�

Ti�Fi � Tj �Fj for i � j� This contradicts with our earlier conclusion
that ki � kj�
Hence UM �s� is �nite for s 
 S��
Furthermore� we can conclude that if s� 
 #�UM �s�� s�� then s� 

S� � S��
Since S� � �� s� 
 S� if s� 
 #�UM �s�� s��� Thus for all f 
 G and
s� 
 #�UM �s�� s� j� holds�f� s�� �from �ii���iii���
This means for all f in G� j� holds�f�#�UM �s�� s��� ���

The Proposition is proved by �������� �


